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About this

Report

INTRODUCTION
This is the first standalone sustainability report produced by
Scientex Berhad (“Scientex” or “the Group”), and has been
prepared in accordance with Bursa Malaysia Securities
Berhad Main Market Listing Requirements, the second
edition of Bursa Malaysia Sustainability Reporting Guide
and the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards (“GRI
Standards”) : Core Option.
For a more comprehensive perspective of how sustainability
drives value creation and continuous growth within the
Group, please read this report in tandem with Scientex
Integrated Annual Report 2021 (IAR 2021).

OUR REPORTING APPROACH
SCOPE AND BOUNDARY
This report discloses the sustainability initiatives and
commitments of Scientex as a whole, covering our Malaysian
and international subsidiaries across our businesses of
Packaging and Property, and excludes joint ventures and
associates of the Group.
REPORTING FRAMEWORK
This report has been developed in line with the Reporting
Principles as defined within the GRI Standards:
• Stakeholder inclusiveness – Capturing stakeholders’
expectations and concerns;
• Sustainability performance – Presenting key performance

indicators within the wider context of sustainability;
• Material matters – Prioritising key sustainability issues
most relevant to Scientex;
• Completeness – Reporting all sustainability topics which
are relevant to the Group and influence our stakeholders
Sustainability topics are further aligned with the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs), which
are further disclosed on page 22.
ASSURANCE
The Board and the Sustainability Steering Committee of
Scientex have employed good governance and internal
reporting practices in the course of the report’s preparation.
Moving forward, we will continue to improve our internal
reporting with the aim of enhancing the quality of our data
collection and analysis processes.
REPORTING PERIOD
The Group follows an annual reporting cycle, and disclosures
in this year’s report cover the reporting period from 1
August 2020 to 31 July 2021 (“FY2021"), unless otherwise
stated. For reference, our last Sustainability Statement was
published on 18 November 2020.
FEEDBACK AND CONTACT POINT
This sustainability report is accessible at www.scientex.com.
my/investors-relations/financial-reports/. We welcome your
views, comments or feedback, which may be directed to:
sustainability@scientex.com.my

OUR REPORTING SUITE
For FY2021, we have expanded our suite of reporting with the aim of providing a more holistic approach in
narrating of how we generate financial and non-financial performance, assess our risks and opportunities, and
drive sustainable outcomes as a Group.
Our inaugural Sustainability Report 2021 contains an in-depth analysis of our sustainability performance in
relation to Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) issues material to the Group and our stakeholders.
It is prepared in compliance with Bursa Malaysia Main Market Listing Requirements, the second edition of Bursa
Malaysia Sustainability Reporting Guide and the GRI Standards for sustainability reporting, with disclosures
aligned to the UN SDGs.
Our Integrated Annual Report 2021 provides a comprehensive yet concise overview of how we create value as a
Group, our performance in FY2021 and our outlook as we move towards achieving our next ‘Double Up’ milestone
in FY2023.
It is prepared in compliance with International <IR> Framework, January 2021 (<IR> Framework) by Value
Reporting Foundation with disclosures guided by Bursa Malaysia Main Market Listing Requirements, Malaysian
Financial Reporting Standards, Malaysian Code on Corporate Governance 2017, and the Companies Act 2016 in
Malaysia.
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At a

Glance
OUR SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE IN FY2021
CREATING SHARED SUSTAINABLE VALUE

New

Updated

4+2

policies

3,766 units
of affordable homes
completed

outlining best practices in
sustainability

36 product
innovations
successfully
commercialised

OUR PEOPLE,
OUR PRIDE

Members of local
communities comprise

78%

of our workforce

RM3.03 billion
in economic value
distributed to

shareholders, employees,
suppliers and governments

2plants
manufacturing
accredited

with the ISO

45001:2018
certification for

occupational safety and health

FOR THE BETTERMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT

12.7%
reduction

in plastic waste generated

6.9%

of recycled resin
reused in production

98%

fully vaccinated

by the Packaging Division

8.2%

workforce in Malaysia
as of 30 September 2021

decrease

in Group-wide GHG

emissions

1st plastic film
manufacturer
in Malaysia to receive the

ISCC Plus Certification for
post-consumer resin traceability

11.7%
reduction

in Group-wide GHG

emissions Intensity

RM5.3 million
spent on initiatives
in response to COVID-19
up to 30 September 2021
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A Message from our

Chief Executive Officer
INTEGRATING BUSINESS AND SUSTAINABILITY
At Scientex, our vision is ‘To Grow The Scientex
Community For A Better Tomorrow’ and ‘To Double
Up Every Five Years’. This anchors ‘what is good for
business’ to ‘what is good for people and planet’, and
expresses the priority that we place on continuous
business expansion that considers the sustainable
development of our communities and the preservation
of our natural environment. Guided by our corporate
philosophy, we believe that what we do every day
must bring long-term benefit, and therefore we have
embedded sustainability as a core aspect of our business
processes and thinking.

"We have embedded
sustainability as a core
aspect of our business
processes and thinking"

Dear Stakeholder,
Thank you for taking the time to read
the Scientex Sustainability Report
2021, our first standalone disclosure
of sustainability impacts that we have
undertaken as a Group. This inaugural
report is one of the key initiatives
which we have launched to further our
commitment and action on sustainability,
in our growing efforts to create more
shared value for our communities, our
stakeholders and our planet.

To fulfil our sustainability agenda, we leverage rigorous
testing at our state-of-the-art technical centres and
the collection of a wide range of market, industry and
customer data, facilitating a data-driven approach to
innovation that results in progressively more sustainable
products and solutions, and the generation of greater
shared value for our stakeholders. This includes
packaging solutions that offer optimum safety, security,
convenience, extend shelf life and reduce wastage,
alongside the provision of affordable homes that
empower a better quality of life for Malaysians.
EXPANDING OUR WORLDVIEW
As our business grows, so does our impact on planet
and society. As of FY2021, we have completed a total
of 25,297 affordable homes across Malaysia while
exporting packaging solutions to more than 60 countries
worldwide. This puts us in contact with a wider range of
suppliers, customers and stakeholders at large, giving
us the responsibility to stand for best practices across
the ESG spectrum.
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Expanding our worldview beyond the direct impacts of our
operations - such as materials used and waste generated
from our manufacturing and property development
activities - we now fully and holistically consider the value
that our practices can bring to local communities and
across our supply chains.
Our affordable housing has historically provided an
accessible route to home ownership for tens of thousands
of Malaysians. However, in light of the COVID-19 pandemic,
our developments today place greater emphasis on
nurturing inclusive communities that offer considerable
job opportunities, a wider range of essential services and
improved transport connectivity to larger population hubs.
Similarly, in our Packaging Division, we are implementing
more stringent environmental and social practices whilst
remaining innovative and catering to our customers’ needs,
cognisant that our standards set a compelling example.
Furthermore, across both business divisions, our updated
suite of Group-wide policies means that we are ideally
equipped to enforce our stringent sustainability standards
not only within the walls of our company but amongst our
suppliers, fostering work cultures and processes that place
sustainability as a priority.
In addition, we continue to execute rigorous internal
assessments and controls to ensure that our supply chains
are not adversely affected. This is vital in both of our dual
core businesses as many of our customers in the Packaging
Division supply essential food and necessities to the
general population while those living in our communities
require reliable access to basic services at all times.
Collectively, the expanded actions that we have undertaken
reflect a broader view of sustainability which is being
realised alongside strengthened governance practices,
and I urge you to peruse this report to learn more about the
measures we have introduced to ensure high standards
in integrity and responsible business practices across our
organisation and our supplier base.
INNOVATING FOR A BETTER TOMORROW
Innovation is a key driver of our continued success, enabling
us to operate with increased capacity and enhanced
cost and resource efficiency, while driving the creation of
products and solutions that provide greater value to our
customers.

"Our end-to-end integration
across the packaging value
chain enables us to share
expertise and technological
know-how across our many
companies, empowering the
development of solutions
that meet customised
requirements, including
fully recyclable sustainable
packaging solutions which
contribute to the creation of a
circular economy for plastic"

The successes of our Packaging Division, where we serve
both the industrial and consumer market segments, form an
excellent case in point. In developing industrial packaging
products, we focus on innovations that further improve
our products’ physical performance, thereby enhancing
cost efficiency and aiding customer productivity. A key
example is our continuous research and development of
downgauged, thinner stretch film, which reduces material
usage and its associated costs while maintaining or
improving upon the performance of thicker films.
With regard to consumer packaging products, our endto-end integration across the packaging value chain has
enabled us to share expertise and technological know-how
across our many companies, empowering the development
of solutions that meet customised requirements, including
fully recyclable sustainable packaging solutions which
contribute to the creation of a circular economy for
plastic. Furthermore, our investments into various cuttingedge production technologies mean that our packaging
solutions can be produced to more exacting specifications
while minimising material use, energy use and waste
generation. To learn more about our integrated approach
to innovation in the Packaging Division, please read the
'Product Innovation' on page 37 of this report.

Overview

Our Sustainability
Approach

Creating Shared
Sustainable Value

Our Property Division, meanwhile, has refined its use of the
Industrialised Building System (IBS) construction technique.
In the course of adopting IBS across our developments, we
have noted improved outcomes in reduced construction
waste and reduced reliance on low-skill workers, alongside
the achievement of more consistent build quality and
completion efficiencies.
As we advance our sustainability agenda, innovation will
continue to be a driving force of long-term value.
STEPPING UP OUR CLIMATE ACTION
Climate change threatens our world and lives as we know
it. As a responsible corporate citizen, we are making
conscious efforts to reduce our energy consumption and
our carbon footprint, including through the adoption of
energy efficient, best-in-class production machinery across
our plants and the use of low-energy lighting within our
property developments and manufacturing facilities.
Cognisant of the physical and transitional risks of climate
change, our Group Environmental Policy enshrines the
central role that new energy technologies and energy
efficiency measures will play in the future of our Group,
and we are in the midst of developing a roadmap that will
align our climate aspirations with measurable targets and
milestones to drive concerted and impactful climate action.
SAFEGUARDING OUR PEOPLE DURING AN
UNPRECEDENTED TIME
The continuing challenges of the pandemic have called
for leadership at all levels of society. As a major employer,
we have assumed this mantle by ensuring the safety and
protecting the livelihoods of our people. Prioritising the
safety of our employees is paramount. We believe that our
pursuit of growth must correspond with equal fervour in
upholding the welfare of our employees in line with our
tagline of being Healthy, Friendly and Happy.
Our response to COVID-19 has been swift and strong.
Through our dedicated COVID-19 taskforce, we have
established comprehensive safety protocols and standard
operating procedures (SOPs), maintained clear and
regular communication with employees, and accelerated
the use of digital technology for employee engagement,
sales and outreach activities. Furthermore, through the
national immunisation programmes and our participation

For The Betterment
Of The Environment

Our People,
Our Pride
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"Prioritising the safety of our
employees is paramount. We
believe that our pursuit of
growth must correspond with
equal fervour in upholding the
welfare of our employees in
line with our tagline of being
Healthy, Friendly and Happy."

in corporate sector vaccination programmes, we are happy
to disclose that 98% of our workforce in Malaysia have been
fully vaccinated as of 30 September 2021. Conscious of the
global challenges that continue to lie ahead in overcoming
the pandemic, we will remain steadfast in implementing and
refining practices that best safeguard our people and their
interests.
FOR OUR FUTURE GENERATIONS
The events of the past year may have driven us further apart
in a physical sense, but let us not forget that we live not
in isolation but as one community sharing one planet. At
Scientex, we are fully committed to maintaining a world that
we are proud to pass on to future generations as we drive
long-term, sustainable value as a community.

LIM PENG JIN
Managing Director/Chief Executive Officer
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About

Scientex Berhad
OUR BUSINESSES

PACKAGING

PROPERTY

A publicly listed company on the Main Market of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad since 1990, we are a leading
manufacturer in flexible plastic packaging and a prominent developer of affordable homes in Malaysia.
From our humble beginnings in 1968, our drive to achieve continuous growth has seen us become one of the
world's top manufacturers of stretch film and an end-to-end flexible plastic packaging producer with a presence
across the packaging value chain, from stretch films, base films and printed films to bags and multi-layered flexible
plastic packaging solutions used in industrial and consumer packaging. Our Property Division, meanwhile, works to
meet the demand for affordable housing with our developments and townships now spanning seven states across
Peninsular Malaysia.

VISION

TO GROW THE SCIENTEX COMMUNITY FOR A

BETTER TOMORROW

TO DOUBLE UP
EVERY FIVE YEARS

The Scientex Community includes all our stakeholders and the families that dwell in our communities

PURPOSE
OUR PACKAGING DIVISION STRIVES TO PROVIDE FLEXIBLE PLASTIC PACKAGING
SOLUTIONS FOR

Protection

Convenience

Hygiene and
Safety

Food Waste
Reduction

OUR PROPERTY DIVISION ENDEAVOURS TO SUPPORT THE MALAYSIAN
COMMUNITY THROUGH THE PROVISION OF AFFORDABLE YET
QUALITY HOMES
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Corporate Philosophy

MANAGEMENT
LIKE

Water

Behind our successes is our corporate
philosophy of ‘Management Like
Water’. The strategies we employ may
change over time, but our philosophy
remains the constant behind everything
we do. Our corporate philosophy is
based on six separate and inter-related
facets as described below.

BELIEF
We instil belief that what we produce
for the world is as vital and valuable
as water, and our output contributes
to the betterment of society

NATURE & SCIENCE
We respect the laws of nature and
science as we seek solutions and
attempt to tackle different challenges

ENERGY
Flowing water gathers momentum
and builds up energy that we harness
to break barriers, leap forward and
surge ahead

MODESTY
We remain humble, like a drop of
water in the ocean, yet like the mighty
waves, we think big and aim high

FLEXIBILITY
Like the flexibility of water, we always
adopt a fluid and adaptable stance in
responding to challenges

PURITY
In the face of success or failure, the
purity and cleansing properties of
water remind us to always stay true
to ourselves and move forward with
positivity
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Our Reach and

Market Presence

From our headquarters in Selangor, Malaysia, we export our packaging products to over 60 countries
in five continents worldwide, supported by a network of local and international plants and sales offices.
Within Malaysia, we have steadily expanded our affordable housing presence, with a total of 30 matured,
ongoing and new property developments.

OUR PACKAGING PRESENCE

Exporting to more than

60

countries

17

manufacturing
plants
worldwide

Overseas sales offices in

9

countries

MANUFACTURING PLANTS















Pulau Indah, Selangor (3 plants)
Shah Alam, Selangor
Klang, Selangor
Rawang, Selangor
Sg Siput, Perak
Chemor, Perak
Tanjung Kling, Melaka (2 plants)
Jasin, Melaka
Bukit Rambai, Melaka
Ayer Keroh, Melaka
Telok Mas, Melaka
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
Yangon, Myanmar

OVERSEAS SALES
OFFICES












Melbourne, Australia
Sydney, Australia
Jakarta, Indonesia (2 offices)
Surabaya, Indonesia
Tokyo, Japan
Auckland, New Zealand
Manila, Philippines
Singapore
Bangkok, Thailand
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
Yangon, Myanmar

EXPORT COUNTRIES
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OUR PROPERTY PRESENCE

30
1

Scientex Pasir Gudang

2

Scientex Kulai

3

Scientex Skudai

4

Scientex Ayer Keroh

5

Scientex Senai

6

Scientex Kulai 2

7

Scientex E’Roca Hills

8

Scientex Pulai

9

Scientex Klebang

townships and developments
across Malaysia

25
19
26

10 Scientex Meru
11 Scientex Meru 2 & 3
12 Scientex Durian Tunggal

11

13 Scientex Senai 2

10

14 Scientex Rawang

9

15 Scientex Amber Land
16 Scientex Durian Tunggal 2
17 Scientex Jasin
18 Scientex Kundang Jaya
19 Scientex Tasek Gelugor
20 Scientex Seremban
21 Scientex Kota Tinggi

18

22 Scientex Cheras
30

23 Scientex Bandar Jasin

14

22
20

24 Scientex Pulai 3
25 Scientex Sungai Petani

12
16 17
4 23

26 Scientex Sungai Dua
27 Scientex Pelangi 1
28 Scientex Pelangi 2

2

29 Scientex Pelangi 3

6

30 Scientex Jenjarom

Matured development

Ongoing development

New development

7
13

15
8 3
24

21 28
5 27 29
1
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Our Workforce and

Supply Chain

Our workforce of 3,600 staff form the backbone of our business, and we strive to ensure long-term job stability and drive
employee retention by providing meaningful career advancement pathways and professional growth opportunities. A full
breakdown of our workforce by age, gender, employee category and origin can be seen below.

10 111

478

838
910

1,282
Age Group

809

Employee
Category

Gender

Origin

2,791

1,840
2,762

2,569

< 30

Male

Key Management

Local

30 - 50

Female

Middle Management

Foreign

> 50

Executive
Non-Executive

Our trusted suppliers, partners and service providers including suppliers of raw materials, machinery suppliers, maintenance
and repair professionals, contractors and other service providers help us reach our business targets across our Packaging
and Property Divisions. In our Property Division, additional on-site manpower is supplied by trusted contractors who work
collaboratively with our in-house workforce in ensuring timely completion of projects with good quality standards.
We strive to work with Malaysian suppliers wherever possible in order to circulate value into the local business ecosystem,
while conducting regular engagements with our suppliers to drive upskilling in areas relevant to our business, including
sustainability.
OUR MEMBERSHIP IN ASSOCIATIONS
We are active members in a range of associations related to our industries of operation, from which we derive value by staying
abreast of the latest industry innovations and trends, including resource management and sustainability best practices. Our
membership also allows us to deepen trust and drive collaboration with industry players and regulatory authorities.

Association

Business Division

Our Role

Malaysian Plastic Manufacturers Association (MPMA)

Packaging

Member and Representative
in Central Committee

Malaysian Employers Federation (MEF)

Packaging

Member

Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM)

Packaging

Member

Real Estate and Housing Developers’ Association
(REHDA)

Property

Member

Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB)

Property

Member
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EMBEDDING SUSTAINABILITY IN OUR BUSINESS PROCESSES
Sustainable thinking has been embedded within each of our time-tested business processes, driving outcomes which deliver
economic benefit alongside positive impact for our stakeholders, communities and planet earth.

PACK AGING DIVISION
DEVELOP

PROCURE

PRODUCE

SELL

SUSTAINABLE PROCESSES
• Research and development
of sustainable packaging
solutions
• Co-creating products with
our customers

• Centralised procurement of
raw materials
• Sourcing of sustainable raw
materials

• Investing in advanced,
energy-efficient production
machinery
• Efficient production
planning
• Upholding best practices
in water usage, waste and
effluent management

• Engaging with customers
to understand their
long-term sustainability
objectives
• Maintaining efficient and
time-tested distribution
channels and methods

SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES
• Products offering improved
recyclability and reduced
material usage
• Sustainable products
innovated and co-created
with customers

• Reduced emissions from
transportation due to
centralised procurement
• Accessibility to sustainable
raw materials

• Reduced material use,
energy use and waste
generation
• Using recycled resin as a
production input
• Recycling of plastic
waste and conversion of
non-recyclable waste to
Processed Engineered Fuel

• Continuous increase in
sustainable products sold
• Reduced energy usage
and emissions related to
product distribution
• Continuous expansion of
our market base

PROPERTY DIVISION
ACQUIRE

PLAN

LAUNCH

BUILD

SUSTAINABLE PROCESSES
• Expanding land bank
acquisition across state
lines
• Identifying suitable land
banks at competitive prices

• Efficient land use planning
and house design
• Developing plans that
incorporate connectivity
and transport infrastructure
to larger population hubs,
and encourage job creation
within communities
• Inclusion of green space
and recreation facilities

• Adopting digital
channels to promote our
developments
• Adopting systematic online
procedures for property
purchase, especially during
this COVID-19 pandemic

• Utilising the IBS
construction technique
• Adopting good practices
in waste and effluent
management
• Reusing materials in
construction and across
multiple construction sites
• Optimising logistics
planning to minimise
emissions

SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES
• Home ownership enabled
for a broader cross-section
of middle-to-lower-income
Malaysians
• Cost effective acquisition
of land banks, with savings
passed on to home owners

• Creation of townships that
cater to holistic economic
and social needs
• Improved quality of life for
residents
• North-south building
orientation reduces the
heat exposure of the houses

• Providing equal
opportunity for affordable
home ownership
to Malaysians of all
backgrounds
• Enhanced convenience
and safety for potential
home buyers

• Improved employee
safety due to use of IBS
construction technique
• Reduced waste generation
due to material reuse and
use of IBS construction
technique
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Governance

Governance of sustainability at Scientex is predicated on the need to effectively monitor processes and implement strategies
across our varied and geographically diverse business presence.
To achieve this, a three-tiered governance structure endows shared responsibility for sustainability from Board to subsidiary
level, with the most central role in this structure played by the Sustainability Steering Committee. This structure is detailed and
elaborated on below.

2

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

1

SUSTAINABILITY STEERING
COMMITTEE

3

SUSTAINABILITY WORKING GROUPS

CORPORATE
DEPARTMENT

PACKAGING
DIVISION

PROPERTY
DIVISION

- Corporate Finance
- Corporate Planning/
Communications
- Company Secretary
- Human Resources
- Information
Technology
- Legal

- Development and
Technical
- Finance
- Health, Safety and
Environment
- Human Resources
- Information
Technology
- Operations
- Purchasing
- Sales and Marketing

- Construction
- Contract
Department
- Customer Service
- Finance
- Health, Safety and
Environment
- Human Resources
- Information
Technology
- Project Department
- Sales and Marketing

(Composition of working groups are determined based on the specific needs of sustainability topics and their
associated initiatives)
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Sustainability Governance

1

The Sustainability Steering Committee (“SSC”)
• The SSC comprises members of the Scientex Executive Committee ("EXCO") and is led by
the Managing Director/Chief Executive Officer, Mr Lim Peng Jin
• Provides leadership and drives the process of identifying potential sustainability topics
through regular engagements with stakeholders and staff at the departmental or subsidiary
level
• Tables potential topics to the Board for their consideration based on these engagements
• Develops strategies for topics, including the nomination of a specific working group to
execute and monitor these strategies
• Sets key performance indicators for the management of the strategies identified, specifically
involving data management systems, reporting processes and internal control mechanisms
• Spearheads the development of sustainability related policies which govern sustainability
practices across the Group

2

Board of Directors (“Board”)
• Assumes overall responsibility for and oversight of the Group’s sustainability agenda,
including the identification of sustainability topics, setting of objectives, and establishing
of policies and practices
• Nominated by the Nomination and Remuneration Committee, who is also responsible for
evaluating the Board’s performance on sustainability issues through a peer evaluation
process
• The Managing Director/Chief Executive Officer, Mr Lim Peng Jin, spearheads the
sustainability responsibilities of the Board

3

Sustainability Working Groups
• Working groups may comprise representatives from any of the departments and divisions
within the Group, and are appointed on a topic-by-topic basis, depending on the needs of
the topic and its attendant initiatives
• Responsible for ensuring the smooth implementation of strategies formulated by the SSC
at the subsidiary and business division level, and reporting the outcomes of these strategies
to the SSC in monthly management meetings
• Continually monitor sustainability initiatives, maintaining proper records to facilitate regular
reviews of sustainability management procedures and overall performance
• Act as a conduit between the SSC and individual departments and subsidiaries, providing
an avenue for staff members to highlight and elevate potential sustainability issues for
consideration
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Sustainability Governance

UPHOLDING STANDARDS, ENSURING UNIFORMITY
In addition to the structure detailed above, we deepened our commitment to sustainability in FY2021 by introducing new
Group-wide policies and updating a range of our existing policies. Collectively, our comprehensive policy framework serves
to enforce standards of integrous and responsible behaviour across our diverse business footprint, including amongst our
workforce, suppliers and stakeholders.

Anti-Bribery and
Anti-Corruption Policy

Environmental
Policy
Defines our commitments
towards environmental
stewardship and awareness
across our operation, with
specific standards and
commitments in the areas
of Energy and Emissions,
Waste Management,
Resource Utilisation and
Biodiversity

Code of Ethics
A guide to business
conduct that meets
ethical standards based
on trustworthiness,
fairness and objective
principles, including in
regards to labour standards,
anti-bribery and anti-corruption,
data confidentiality and
security, and conflicts of
interest

Rules and regulations for
employees and stakeholders to adhere to
our zero-tolerence position on bribery and
corruption including controls to ensure
compliance with all applicable laws and
regulations

Whistleblowing
Policy
Sets out step-by-step
procedures for all employees
to disclose all reportable
and improper conduct that
has, may or is taking place

SCIENTEX
GROUP
POLICIES

Code of Conduct
for Suppliers
A guide to ensure suppliers are aware of
and uphold our sustainability principles,
including in regards to environmental
and social concerns and ethical business
conduct

Safety and Health
Policy
A guide to our safety and
health commitments,
including in regards to
governance of safety
and health, the role of the
Scientex OSHA Committee,
our approach to prevention,
protection and control,
emergency preparedness and
response procedures, and
education of safety and
health issues within
our workforce

18
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Engaging Our

Stakeholders

Stakeholder engagement is a crucial component of our approach to sustainability. Through regular and periodic engagements,
we are able to develop a thorough understanding of their evolving needs and expectations. This facilitates an ongoing
process by which we assess, renew and improve our business processes, developing long-term strategies that balance the
needs of business and sustainability.
Our stakeholders are determined based on two factors:
1. The degree to which they may be affected by or have the power to affect the Group’s ESG impact
2. The degree to which they have the power to impact the Group’s reputation in the markets that we serve, which may
enhance or diminish our ability to make a positive ESG impact through our products and services
On this basis, our stakeholder engagement activities were expanded in FY2021 to include consultations with local communities
in our areas of operation. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we increased our use of virtual platforms for stakeholder
engagements in FY2021.
The method and frequency with which we engaged our stakeholders, and their expectations, are detailed below.
Stakeholder
Group

Customers

Suppliers

Employees

Investors
and
Shareholders

Mode of Engagement

Frequency of
Engagement

Expectations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RG
AWR

• Meeting product expectations in terms of
quality, cost, price and delivery
• Delivering sustainable and innovative products
for increased customer and end-consumer
benefit

• Regular supplier meetings and
progress updates
• Site visits
• Exhibitions and trade fairs
• Technical seminars
• Our Code of Conduct for Suppliers
and ongoing evaluations

RG
PR
AWR

• Maintaining ethical standards in procurement,
including in regards to environmental and
social issues
• Setting clear expectations and best practices
regarding product quality, product delivery and
supplier payment
• Supporting local suppliers and the local
business ecosystem

• Quarterly Rolling Budget (QRB)
dialogues
• Employee appraisals
• Employee engagement events
• Internal bulletins
• Progress update meetings
• Monthly management meetings

AN
RG
PR
AWR

• Maintaining a safe and conducive work
environment that supports physical, social and
mental health
• Maintaining an inclusive and non-discriminatory
work environment and culture
• Providing training and development, and
career advancement opportunities

• Annual General Meetings (AGM)
• Investor relations engagements
• The Scientex Integrated Annual Report
and Sustainability Report
• The Scientex corporate website
• Announcements on Bursa Malaysia

AN
PR
AWR

• Delivering sustainable growth that meets
annual and long-term financial targets
• Delivering consistent returns in the form of
dividends and stock price appreciation
• Upholding the Group’s reputation as a socially
and environmentally responsible organisation
• Maintaining best practices in corporate
governance

Customer feedback channels
Social media channels
The Scientex corporate website
Marketing and promotional events
Customer service offices
Regular meetings and plant visits
Collaboration on product
development (Packaging Division)
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Engaging Our Stakeholders

Stakeholder
Group

Governments
and
Regulators

Local
Communities

LEGEND:

Mode of Engagement

Frequency of
Engagement

Expectations

• Regular meetings and consultations
• Seminars, training sessions, dialogues
and forums organised by regulatory
bodies
• On-site inspections and audits

AWR

• Supporting the Malaysian Government’s
policies by providing affordable housing to
middle-to-lower-income Malaysians
• Upholding best practices across the ESG
spectrum
• Maintaining strict compliance on all applicable
rules and regulations, including mandatory
contributions

• Social media channels
• The Scientex corporate website
• Customer service offices (Property
Division)
• Community events
• Dialogue sessions

RG
PR
AWR

• Contributing to community initiatives that bring
economic benefit and opportunities for societal
advancement
• Developing infrastructure as part of property
developments that improve connectivity,
widen community services and increase job
opportunities
• Providing
employment
and
career
advancement opportunities to members of the
community
• Ensuring that products and services developed
across both divisions have minimal negative
environmental impact, in terms of materials
used and waste and emissions generated

AN = Annually

RG = Regularly

PR = Periodically

AWR = As and when required

Our voluntary initiatives form a key aspect of our approach to stakeholder engagement, generating broad-based awareness
of the ways in which we deliver on our corporate responsibility remit while facilitating meaningful discussions with specific
stakeholder groups. Read more about our initiatives within our topic-level disclosures.
Initiative

Nature of Initiative

'Cross Boundary Development Strategy' Initiative

Voluntary

State level affordable housing initiatives
- Rumah Mampu Biaya (Johor)
- Rumah Mampu Milik (Pulau Pinang)

Voluntary

Participation in environmental initiatives (including
talks, discussions and seminars) by MPMA and FMM

Voluntary

The Green Truck

Voluntary

‘Back to Earth’ Food Composting Programme

Voluntary

Stakeholders We Engage
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Materiality
OUR MATERIALITY DETERMINATION PROCESS
Our comprehensive, four-step materiality assessment process is designed to provide an objective view on the issues that
matter most to long-term value creation.

Identify

Shortlist

Aided by credible internal and
external sources, the Sustainability
Steering Committee undertakes
a detailed analysis of industry
and sustainability trends, reviews
the Group’s current sustainability
topics, and identifies potential new
sustainability topics for inclusion.

Potential sustainability topics go
through a thorough assessment,
considering factors that include
stakeholder needs and concerns,
impacts to local communities where
we operate, regulatory issues and
the topic’s significance to business
operations.

4
Validate
A materiality matrix is generated,
incorporating the proposed list of
sustainability topics and the result
of steps 1 to 3, and is reviewed
by the Chief Executive Officer for
validation. The reviewed matrix is
then presented to the Board for
final approval.

1
OUR
MATERIALITY
DETERMINATION
PROCESS

3

2

Prioritise
The shortlist of sustainability
topics are then assessed through
various consultations with certain
stakeholders and heads of
departments, providing a gauge on
each topic’s materiality.
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Materiality

MATERIALITY MATRIX
Recognising our increasing footprint as a fast-growing organisation, the decision was taken to expand the number of
sustainability topics disclosed in the year in review from five to eleven topics.
This year’s report includes a more in-depth examination of our efforts to drive sustainability in the environmental sphere,
including through initiatives that reduce our material use, energy use, waste generation and emissions. Our scope of vision
has also expanded to include the environmental, social and employment practices of our suppliers.
The materiality matrix shown below maps each topic’s significance in terms of economic, environmental and social impact
against its influence on stakeholder assessments and decisions.
High

Influence on stakeholder assessments and decisions

Product
Innovation

Moderate

Providing Affordable
Housing

Economic Value
Contributed

Occupational
Safety and Health

Responsible Waste
Management
Environmental
Compliance

Reducing Energy
Consumption and Emissions
Contributing to Local
Communities

Empowering Our People

Responsible Business
Conduct and Governance

Optimising Consumption
of Materials

Significance of economic, environmental and social impact

High

CLASSIFYING OUR SUSTAINABILITY TOPICS
Each of the sustainability topics selected are classified under one of our three sustainability pillars: Creating Shared Sustainable
Value, For the Betterment Of The Environment and Our People, Our Pride.
CREATING SHARED
SUSTAINABLE VALUE
• Responsible Business Conduct
and Governance
• Providing Affordable Housing
• Product Innovation
• Economic Value Contributed

FOR THE BETTERMENT OF
THE ENVIRONMENT

OUR PEOPLE,
OUR PRIDE

• Responsible Waste Management

• Occupational Safety and Health

• Optimising Consumption of
Materials

• Empowering Our People

• Reducing Energy Consumption
and Emissions
• Environmental Compliance

• Contributing to Local
Communities
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Supporting the

United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals

As an organisation, we support the sustainable development agenda of the United Nations and its 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (UN SDGs), which collectively form a blueprint to build a better future for all.
We have aligned each of our sustainability topics to specific UN SDGs, as depicted below. This gives greater
direction and meaning to our ongoing sustainability initiatives, while guiding the continuing process by which we
are expanding our commitments year by year. The following sections of this report provide an analysis on how we
support the UN SDGs, our approach and performance on each of the sustainability topic identified.
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Supporting the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

United Nations Sustainable
Development Goal (UN SDGs)

NO POVERTY
End poverty in all its forms everywhere

Aligned Sustainability
Topics
- Providing Affordable
Housing
- Contributing to Local
Communities
- Empowering Our
People

How We Contribute
Developing affordable housing for middle-to-lower-income
Malaysians across Peninsular Malaysia
Providing gainful, long-term employment opportunities to
members of local communities, and thereby empowering
greater income security
Initiating and contributing to meaningful charitable
initiatives that improve livelihoods in local communities

GOOD HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
Ensure healthy lives and promote wellbeing for all at all ages

- Product Innovation
- Occupational Safety
and Health
- Contributing to Local
Communities

Upholding best practices in employee safety and health at
our workplaces, with special measures to combat COVID-19
Promoting physical, social and mental health through
employee activities and initiatives
Developing townships with facilities that promote a healthy
and active lifestyle
Innovating packaging solutions with enhanced food
hygiene and safety standards for customer health and wellbeing

- Empowering Our
People
- Contributing to Local
Communities

Developing school-based programmes that raise awareness
of and educate children on sustainability

QUALITY EDUCATION
Ensure inclusive and equitable quality
education and promote lifelong
learning opportunities for all
- Reducing Energy
Consumption and
Emissions

AFFORDABLE AND CLEAN ENERGY
Ensure access to affordable, reliable,
sustainable and modern energy for all

Providing employees with avenues for lifelong learning and
continuous professional development through our training
and development programmes

Adopting energy efficient production machinery and lowenergy lighting solutions in our manufacturing plants and
development sites
Developing a roadmap towards the adoption of new energy
technologies across our dual core businesses to reduce
carbon emissions
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Supporting the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

United Nations Sustainable
Development Goal (UN SDGs)

DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH
Promote sustained, inclusive and
sustainable economic growth, full and
productive employment and decent
work for all

Aligned Sustainability
Topics
- Economic Value
Contributed
- Empowering Our
People
- Occupational Safety
and Health

How We Contribute

Contributing to the Malaysian economy through taxes,
capital investments, wages, payments made to suppliers
and more
Achieving milestones on our vision and sharing the benefits
of our growth through staff benefits and professional
growth opportunities
Supporting
the
Malaysian
Government’s
talent
development agenda by providing employment
opportunities to local talents, with equal pay and fair wages
Ensuring work environments that prioritise the physical
safety, security and well-being of our workforce, in line with
global standards in occupational safety and health
Adhering to and upholding national labour laws to ensure
good labour practices for our employees

- Product Innovation
- Providing Affordable
Housing

Developing material solutions and process innovations in
packaging that enhance convenience, safety and health,
and sustainability
Utilising innovative and efficient machinery in our
operations that ensure more sustainable and efficient
industrial processes

INDUSTRY, INNOVATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE
Build resilient infrastructure,
promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialisation and foster innovation

Adopting the IBS construction technique to promote
efficient construction and material utilisation
Building sustainable infrastructure, including access roads
and community services, as a key part of our property
developments

REDUCED INEQUALITIES
Reduce inequality within and among
countries

- Responsible Business
Conduct and
Governance
- Empowering Our
People
- Providing Affordable
Housing

Reducing inequality through our provision of affordable
homes to the middle-to-lower-income groups, and thereby
providing equal opportunity for all Malaysians to own a
home
Maintaining a fully inclusive and non-discriminatory
approach to hiring and employment, including providing
equal professional development opportunities to all
employees
Enhancing our Code of Conduct for Suppliers and Code of
Ethics to reflect our practices and mitigate all incidents of
corruption and all discrimination in the workplace
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Supporting the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

United Nations Sustainable
Development Goal (UN SDGs)

SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND
COMMUNITIES
Make cities and human settlements
inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable

RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION AND
PRODUCTION
Ensure sustainable consumption and
production patterns

Aligned Sustainability
Topics
- Providing Affordable
Housing
- Contributing to Local
Communities
- Economic Value
Contributed

How We Contribute

Continuously expanding our affordable housing presence
to more states of Malaysia, thereby providing more people
with safe and inclusive living environments
Placing increased emphasis on the development of selfsustaining townships that not only provide housing but
also economic benefits to local communities
Contributing towards connectivity through access roads, in
addition to developing infrastructure such as public parks
surrounding our developments

- Product Innovation
- Optimising
Consumption of
Materials
- Reducing Energy
Consumption and
Emissions
- Responsible Waste
Management
- Environmental
Compliance

Developing sustainable and recyclable packaging
solutions in our Packaging Division and introducing
efficient construction methods in our Property Division
Innovating products which incur a lower material use
footprint while maintaining or improving on required
functionality and performance
Investing in efficient machinery and continuously
improving our production processes to reduce waste and
energy consumption
Ramping up recycling efforts across our dual core
businesses, including by reusing construction materials,
recycling plastic waste and using recycled resin as an input
in packaging production
Upholding good practices in water usage and effluent
management
Encouraging responsible utilisation of materials across our
supplier base
Upholding our commitment to all relevant environmental
laws and regulations in our countries of operation
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Supporting the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

United Nations Sustainable
Development Goal (UN SDGs)

CLIMATE ACTION
Take urgent action to combat climate
change and its impacts

Aligned Sustainability
Topics
- Reducing Energy
Consumption and
Emissions
- Responsible Material
Consumption
- Contributing to Local
Communities

How We Contribute
Adopting energy efficient production machinery and lowenergy lighting solutions in our plants and development
sites
Advocating environmental responsibilities in our processes
and amongst our suppliers, while promoting environmental
awareness within local communities via collaborations with
the MPMA
Recycling plastic waste to produce recycled resin for
packaging production, and thus reducing material use and
carbon footprint
Downgauging films produced in our Packaging Division
to reduce their thickness, raw material consumption, and
carbon footprint related to production
Introducing Group-wide practices in logistics that reduce
emissions related to transportation of labour and goods

- Environmental
Compliance
- Contributing to Local
Communities
LIFE ON LAND
Protect, restore and promote
sustainable use of terrestrial
ecosystems, sustainably manage
forests, combat desertification, and halt
and reverse land degradation and halt
biodiversity loss

Planting trees within our property development sites
Clearing property development sites in phases to
encourage gradual fauna migration

- Responsible Business
Conduct and
Governance

PEACE, JUSTICE AND STRONG
INSTITUTIONS
Promote just, peaceful and inclusive
societies

Undertaking Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) for
property developments of 50 hectares or more, focusing
on environmental impact of land use change for local
biodiversity and ecosystems

Promoting ethical business conduct and upholding justice
and the rule of law at all levels and in all jurisdictions where
we operate
Upholding our Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption Policy
which extends to our employees, suppliers and all
stakeholders
Creating awareness on Section 17A of the Malaysian AntiCorruption Commission Act 2009 and all the practices
stipulated therein
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Responsible Business Conduct and
Governance

32

Providing Affordable Housing

35

Product Innovation

41

Economic Value Contributed
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RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS CONDUCT AND GOVERNANCE

RIGOROUS GOVERNANCE TO ENSURE ETHICAL BUSINESS PRACTICES

OUR APPROACH

WHY IT MATTERS
We take great pride in our track record of upholding high
standards of integrity, ethical conduct and exemplary
governance throughout our many decades of operations.
Guided by this, we have placed appropriate emphasis
on creating a business culture that value and reward fair,
transparent and integrous conduct whilst ensuring staff,
suppliers and other stakeholders remain informed of our
policies and practices.
Our zero-tolerance approach towards unethical actions or
activities reflects our acknowledgement of the important
role honest and ethical practices play in perpetuating the
trust and confidence of our investors, customers and other
stakeholders. Such continued focus in maintaining zero
corruption and fair business practices will endorse our
reputation and allow us to foster strong and sustainable
relationships throughout our supply chain.

Group-wide policies that reflect our
zero-tolerance approach
In maintaining high ethical standards
of business conduct across all business
segments, we leverage on a number of
comprehensive Group-wide policies.
Our enhanced approach now extends
beyond our scope of oversight and
underscores our zero-tolerance stance
towards unethical behavior while providing
a code to guide business choices and
conduct in adherence to applicable laws,
regulations and high ethical principles.
The core principles outlined in our Code of
Ethics and Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption
(ABAC) Policy are summarised as follows:

As part of our overall objective and commitment to ensure
ethical business practices across the Group, we further
ensure that our business entities maintain compliance with
applicable rules, regulations and responsibilities.

KEY ELEMENTS OF SCIENTEX’S CODE OF ETHICS

Code of
Ethics

Lawful labour
practices

Ethical conduct
and professional
behaviour
Anti-bribery and
anti-corruption

Avoid conflicts
of interest
Data
confidentiality
and security

Avoid insider
trading and unfair
competition
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KEY ELEMENTS OF SCIENTEX’S ANTI-BRIBERY AND ANTI-CORRUPTION POLICY

Compliance
with Rules and
Regulations

Top Level
Commitment

Guideline on
Sponsorship and
Donation

General Principles
on ABAC Conduct

Due Diligence
with Third Parties

Restrictions on
Facilitation
Payment

Prohibition of
Unlawful Gifts and
Benefits
Training and
Communication of
ABAC Policy and
Procedures

Whistleblowing
Procedures

Bribery and
Corruption Risk
Assessments
Restrictions
Review, on
Facilitation
Compliance
andPayment
Monitoring

Effective communication of guidelines to ensure compliance
We acknowledge that effective communication of the practices, procedures and cautions outlined in all our policies related to
ethical business conduct play a crucial role in safeguarding observance from all stakeholders. To this end, we have issued our
Code of Ethics and ABAC Policy in both English and Bahasa Melayu to enhance comprehension to all parties, while all new
employees are provided a briefing on the ABAC Policy and Code of Ethics.
We have also launched an e-learning module for our ABAC Policy to create awareness and understanding amongst our
employees of the corporate liability provisions under Section 17A of the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission (MACC) Act
2009, the risk assessments and controls we have put into place, as well as the monitoring and enforcement system. Members
of the Board of Directors, key management, middle management and executives are required to provide a declaration on their
commitment towards the ABAC Policy.
At the same time, third-party suppliers integral to our business activities are similarly expected to adhere to the Group’s
regulations and policies on ethical business practices as outlined in our ABAC Policy and Code of Conduct for Suppliers.
These third-parties are appropriately informed and provided a copy of the policies, which are also made available on our
Scientex corporate website. As part of our procurement process, we also require suppliers to submit an acknowledgement
form of our Code of Conduct for Suppliers and provide their assurance to not engage in any form of corruption or unethical
business conduct.
In line with supporting supplier adherence, our procurement team has been provided with the necessary training on the
practices and expectations stipulated within our Code of Conduct for Suppliers.
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PRINCIPLES COVERED UNDER OUR CODE OF CONDUCT FOR SUPPLIERS
Ethical Business Conduct

Environmental Commitments

Social Commitments

• Compliance to laws and
regulations
• Anti-bribery and anti-corruption
• Confidentiality
• Avoid conflict of interest
• Fair dealings
• Product compliance
• Communication with local
communities

• Responsible resource
utilisation
• Waste management
• Environmental compliance

• Lawful labour and human
rights
• Compliance to safety and
health standards

Progressing Constantly
Congruent with the enrichment of our framework governing
ethical business conduct, we have also updated our
Whistleblowing Policy in FY2021 to further safeguard the Group
and its stakeholders against unethical behaviour and put into
place precise measures that enable a secure, confidential, nonretaliatory and effective whistleblowing avenue through the
appropriate channels.
We continue to believe that a robust stance prohibiting any form
of unethical business conduct provides a strong foundation
for the sustainability of the Group’s business activities. We will
continue to enhance our approach and update our existing
policies if and when deemed necessary.

OUR PERFORMANCE
In our commitment towards constant improvement, Scientex
undertook various initiatives in FY2021 to enhance our approach
in this sustainability category and maintain our pristine reputation
within the industry and with stakeholders. This includes the review
and updating of existing policies as well as the establishment of
new Group-wide policies.
In FY2020, our Board approved and adopted anti-corruption
measures which were developed based on the ‘T.R.U.S.T’
principles present within the Guidelines on Adequate Procedures
pursuant to subsection (5) of Section 17A under the MACC Act
2009. Subsequently in FY2021, we have continued to leverage
on the insights gained from our Corruption Risk Assessment
exercise performed within our Packaging and Property Divisions
and our Corporate Department to identify potential risks for
corruption by taking into account the exposure of various job
functions that may invite greater proclivity for corruption.

Key controls put in place to mitigate such risks, which
are primarily related to bribes, kickbacks or gratification
received from officials or vendors, are outlined below:
KEY CONTROLS
Written acknowledgement
by employees and
suppliers on commitment
to ABAC Policy
Strict approval matrix and
controls over supporting
documents for review and
approval
Training and awareness
programme on ABAC
Policy and procedures for
new hires
Periodic training or
awareness programme
on ABAC Policy and
procedures for employees

Due diligence processes
and periodic reviews

Segregation of duties
between key departments
and/or control owners

Communication of ABAC
stance to stakeholders
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Our comprehensive policies, along with our assessments and controls, have placed us in a better-informed position to
allocate resources and ensure compliance where most required. We have also made significant strides in disseminating
our ABAC Policy, Code of Ethics and Code of Conduct for Suppliers amongst the stakeholders of the Group.
Communication and Declarations
Our ABAC Policy and procedures have been communicated to and received acknowledgement from the following:

Category

Communicated to

Total number #

Board of Directors*

12

Key Management

10

Middle Management and
Executives

100%
of all Board of Directors, Key
Management, Middle Management
and Executives

1,021

* Includes Board of Directors of listed subsidiary
# Based on number of employees as at 31 July 2021

Supply Chain Oversight
Our ABAC Policy and Code of Conduct for Suppliers has
been communicated to our suppliers with an annual
supply value of more than RM50,000. It has enhanced
our responsibility in ensuring that entities within our
supply chain hold themselves to be socially responsible
and practice lawful and ethical labour practices with no
violations of international human rights.

Compliance
There were zero instances of corruption, bribery, unethical
business conduct or human rights violations reported
or investigated in FY2021. The Group did not make any
political contributions during the reporting period.
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PROVIDING AFFORDABLE HOUSING

HOLISTICALLY ENRICHING OUR AFFORDABLE HOUSING STRATEGY

WHY IT MATTERS

OUR APPROACH

Ever since our first property development at
Pasir Gudang, Johor in 1995, we have built a
reputation as a trusted and reliable Malaysian
developer. Throughout this period, providing
affordable homes to Malaysians has remained
a cornerstone of our corporate and investment
strategy.
Our ability to maintain and enhance our status
within this industry therefore plays a fundamental
role in safeguarding the sustainability and
growth of our Property Division. To this end, we
dedicate a significant amount of our resources
towards continuing to improve the quality of our
homes and the efficiency of our construction,
while at the same time aggressively expanding
our land banks across the country.
Simultaneously, we continue to align our
purpose with those of state and federal
governments by placing greater emphasis on
sustainable and thoughtful development, while
keenly supporting their initiatives to increase
the availability of affordable homes within the
nation. Through our holistic efforts, we are
able to place ourselves in a strong position to
capitalise on current and future opportunities as
we march on towards our goal to build 50,000
affordable homes by 2028.

Building quality homes more efficiently
Our close to three decades of building experience
has provided us with a valuable blueprint for
constructing quality residential projects featuring
homes at affordable prices. Leveraging on our
expertise, we have developed standardised
building designs for most of our development
projects as well as practical development layouts
that optimise the use of land spaces.
This has enabled us to capitalise on benefits
derived from economies of scale and boost
efficiency across the board to reduce the total
time taken from project commencement to
completion, as well as maximising the value
gleaned from each development.
At the same time, we have continued to refine our
application of the Industrialised Building System
(IBS) construction technique. It entails the use
of steel formworks to construct the framework
of each home before concrete is poured into the
formwork to mould the structure. Not only are these
formworks reusable for more than a thousand of
homes, the use of such IBS methodology also
provides us with numerous benefits in speed,
quality and cost of construction, which we are
then able to pass down to our home buyers.
To increase the adoption of the IBS construction
components, we have set up key working groups

Increase Construction
Efficiency

Reduce Waste
Generated

Improve Cost Efficiency

Consistent Build Quality

BENEFITS
OF IBS
CONSTRUCTION

Speedy Project Delivery

Increase Worker Safety

Our Sustainability
Approach

Overview

Creating Shared
Sustainable Value

to conduct internal assessments on our IBS adoption and
explore avenues for enhanced utilisation. The insights
gained from such assessments will thus empower us
to grow our use of IBS and further improve upon our
practices.
Constantly expanding across state boundaries
A key strategy supporting our sustained growth within
the national affordable housing segment is our constant
expansion of land banks from the south to the north of
Peninsular Malaysia. This approach not only allows for the
continuous launching of new affordable housing projects,
but also serves to magnify our growing reputation across
the country.
Our ‘Cross Boundary Development Strategy’ has over the
years provided impetus for growth beyond Johor into the
states of Melaka, Negeri Sembilan, Selangor, Perak and
Penang and most recently into Kedah. To support our
ambitions, we have established a dedicated team tasked
with sourcing cost competitive land banks that are suitable
for affordable housing projects in terms of location, access
to demand and projected cost of construction.
Further supporting our strategy is our strong focus
on reinvestment of funds into land banks as well as
intensifying the adoption of digital technology and social
media campaigns to build our brand online and proffer
greater accessibility to prospective home buyers.

For The Betterment
Of The Environment

Our People,
Our Pride
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Enhancing our status by supporting government
objectives and local communities
Our close adherence to the requirements of regulatory
bodies and the alignment of our objectives with the
national agenda to increase the supply of affordable
homes places us in good stead for future growth while
enabling us to play a positive role in the uplifting of the
middle-to-lower-income community through the provision
of quality residences within their financial reach.
We have consistently been supportive of state
government initiatives to address the increasing demand
for homes in an affordable price range, with more than
70% of our homes built to date priced below RM300,000.
Furthermore, our thoughtful and sustainable use of
available land to build developments compatible with the
surrounding population also serves to spur much needed
economic growth within such regions.

70%

More than
of our affordable homes
are priced

BELOW RM300,000

We also ensure that our affordable housing projects
contribute indirectly to local communities so as to accrue
goodwill and sustain our reputation. This is achieved
through the construction of infrastructure such as access
roads that help improve connectivity and expand the
outreach of public transportation.

Kedah
2021

Penang
2019
Perak
2016

Selangor
2017

lan
Negeri Sembilan
2019
Melaka
2009

Johor
1995

Cross Boundary Development Strategy: From our stronghold in Johor,
we have steadily expanded our footprint northward to provide more
Malaysians with access to affordable homes

We are further cognisant of the role we play in fostering
economic and social growth within these communities.
With our commitment to sourcing locally whenever
possible, we are able to create job and career opportunities
for community members as well as provide a financial
boon to relevant vendors and businesses within the
community.
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OUR PERFORMANCE

Affordable homes completed (cumulative units)

We are pleased to report strong continued progress in
our development of affordable homes during FY2021.
Leveraging on our strong monitoring framework, we have
been able to stay on track to meet or even surpass our
growth objectives.
To this end, we have revised our previous FY2023 target of
constructing 6,000 affordable homes per annum to a new
target of 8,000 homes per annum. At the same time, we remain
confident of achieving our long-term target of completing
construction on 50,000 units of affordable homes by 2028,
with a total of 25,297 constructed as at FY2021.

PRICE RANGE (RM)

2019

2020

2021

<100K

2,639

2,639

2,639

100K-200K

8,545

9,365

10,820

200K-300K

2,445

3,452

4,772

300K-400K

3,607

4,482

4,958

400K-500K
Total

1,307

1,593

2,108

18,543

21,531

25,297

As of FY2021, the total percentage of completed units of affordable
homes sold is approximately 98.9%.

A NOVEL AFFORDABLE ABODE FOR PENANGITES
We are also pleased
to disclose a case
study that exemplifies
the progress within
our ‘Cross Boundary
Development
Strategy’, which is
aimed at continually
expanding into new
states and regions
across Peninsular
Malaysia to provide a
larger cross-section
of the Malaysian

In accordance with our ‘Cross Boundary Development Strategy’, as well as in coordination
with the Penang State Government’s initiative to increase affordable home supply, we are
thrilled to expand our footprint in the northern states of Malaysia via our new development
in Tasek Gelugor.
The development, which is spread over 180 acres of prime development land, features
Penang’s very first freehold landed double storey affordable home with prices from
RM221,800. Having received overwhelming response when we launched our first
phase comprising 382 units of this novel affordable property within the state, we have
subsequently launched an additional three phases comprising 979 units of affordable
double storey terrace homes.
At the same time, we have begun to expand our reach within the area with the pending
acquisition of 343 acres of land in Sungai Dua, which is also within the Tasek Gelugor
district.
Aside from providing great value in the affordable homes that we construct, we also
bring economic and social benefits to these communities. Through our sourcing of local
suppliers, we aim to provide job and business opportunities to local vendors, which will
then provide economic benefits that spill over to surrounding population.

population with access
to quality affordable
homes and help to
uplift the economy of
these communities.

Showhouse opening ceremony at Scientex Tasek Gelugor
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PRODUCT INNOVATION

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO INNOVATION

WHY IT MATTERS
Innovation is crucial to maintaining competitive
advantage and securing long-term business growth.
This statement is true of any corporation, but at
Scientex the importance of innovation is greater
than this alone. For us, the pursuit of innovation in
our products and processes is a central aspect of
our culture as an organisation, embedded in our
thinking and guiding our approach to meeting
challenges and capture opportunities for growth on
a day-to-day basis.
At its core, we see innovation as the enabler of
our three Drivers of Growth which empowering
expansion in our capacity, improvements to
efficiency and enhancements to the value of the
products we develop (see our Integrated Annual
Report 2021 for more information). Furthermore, by
integrating innovative thinking into our business
processes, we are better able to sustain and
strengthen long-term business relationships. This
is especially true in our Packaging Division, where
our customers include multi-national companies
operating in highly competitive marketplaces and
subject to evolving consumer preferences, such
as the move towards sustainable and recyclable
products. By maintaining collaborative relationships
with our customers, we have been able to establish
a leadership position in the development of fully
recyclable flexible plastic packaging solutions,
while proactively introducing machinery and other
process innovations which reduce material and
energy use, and waste generated per unit of output.

OUR APPROACH
Unlocking resources and implementing proinnovation structures
Underscoring the importance of innovation as a
driver of value across our dual core businesses,
RM400 million has been earmarked for investments
in new machinery, technological advancements
such as automation, and factory enhancements for
a three-year period from FY2020.
Our innovations are well supported by our
dynamic Research and Development (R&D)
departments and technical centres who work
closely with the Sales and Operations departments
for product innovations across the Group. The
R&D departments maintain detailed records of all
research and development projects and the number
of innovations that have resulted in successful
commercialisation each year, with monthly reports
on innovation discussed at monthly management
meetings and EXCO meetings.
To foster a culture of innovation beyond these
departments in charge, we challenge our workforce
to continually adopt an innovative mindset and
question how the processes they are carrying out
can be improved. We support these efforts with
rigorous, ongoing testing of our products at our
state-of-the-art technical centres, and the collection
of a wide range of market, industry and customer
data, encouraging our employees to take the lead in
initiating discussions and engaging our customers
on the potential impact of new innovations.

In short, innovation is at the core of how we create
value across the ESG spectrum and enhance our
sustainability as a business.

Our extensive R&D facilities are supported by a dynamic and experienced team
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Driving value for industrial and consumer markets
Our range of flexible plastic packaging products can
be categorised into those serving the industrial market
(“industrial packaging products”) and those serving the
consumer market (“consumer packaging products”).
Our industrial packaging products cater to customers
primarily in heavy industries such as the petrochemical,
oleochemical, logistics and warehousing sectors, with
innovations focused on developing more resilient packaging
that:
> enhances
physical
performance
through
improvements to attributes such as product strength,
elongation, puncture resistance, shrink capability and
more
> enables greater production efficiency by enabling
our customers’ production processes to run at an
optimal level, thereby generating cost savings for our
customers and improving their productivity
> enables better resource efficiency while maintaining
or improving product performance

Across both of our industrial and consumer packaging
products, environmental sustainability is a key outcome
of our efforts - a consequence of the growing preference
amongst consumers for recyclable products which facilitate
the circular plastic economy, and the result of our efforts in
reducing raw material consumption and energy usage to
drive production efficiencies.
Unleashing greater innovation potential as an
integrated packaging producer
With regard to our consumer market customers, the
acquisitions of Daibochi Berhad (“Daibochi”) and Mega
Printing and Packaging Sdn Bhd (“Mega”) in 2019 were
a game-changer for our innovation capabilities. Their
expertise in converting and their wide customer base in
the F&B and FMCG segments provided us deeper insight
into the evolving needs and preferences of consumers, in
particular the growing demand for sustainable packaging
solutions.

We are a

Fully Integrated
end-to-end
Plastic Packaging Producer

> provides the required protection for goods handling
as well as extension of the product shelf life
Our consumer packaging products predominantly serve
customers in the food and beverage (F&B) and fast moving
consumer goods (FMCG) sectors, with innovations primarily
focused on developing packaging solutions which:
> meet evolving customer preferences and market
trends
> are sustainable, recyclable and support the circular
economy
> maintain a high level of product safety and hygiene
> reduce food or product wastage by enhancing
product shelf life
> provide convenience to end-users through innovative
packaging formats
> provide customisation options, including enhanced
printing and converting capabilities, that enable
customers to offer unique and memorable packaging
formats, and thereby elevate brand awareness

The addition of Daibochi and Mega also meant that we
became a fully integrated end-to-end player in the plastic
packaging industry, with a presence across the entire
packaging value chain from stretch film and base films
to multi-layered flexible plastic packaging solutions. This
opened up many new avenues for innovation through
sharing of expertise and technological know-how across
the division, in addition to enabling the rapid development,
production and testing of prototypes. As a result, we are
better placed than ever to develop customised films and
fully recyclable multi-layered plastic packaging solutions
that drive environmental sustainability and fulfil the specific
requirements of our consumer market customers.
Innovating across the packaging value chain
During the year in review, our extensive research and
development projects resulted in numerous product
innovations successfully commercialised. The content
below provides a thematic overview of our innovations and
their sustainability impacts. For a more detailed review of
our innovations during FY2021, please refer to 'Operational
Review - Packaging' in our Integrated Annual Report 2021.
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INDUSTRIAL PACKAGING PRODUCT INNOVATIONS

Downgauging our stretch films for greater resource
efficiency
As one of the world’s leading producers of stretch film,
our efforts over the past decade have continually been
focused on downgauging our films and developing more
resource-efficient product varieties that result in the use
of less raw materials, lower carton disposal and reduction
in wastage when storing and transiting palletised goods.
Most significantly, we have combined our research and
development capabilities with the latest co-extrusion
technology to develop thinner stretch films. In FY2020,
we successfully commercialised a 4.5 micron film with
reinforced edge, the world’s thinnest stretch film produced
direct from a cast line machine in a single process.

Our Nano Ultra XE stretch film
reduces material usage by up to

50%

compared to conventional machine wrap
stretch film

Our most recent stretch film machinery investment in
the Nano 67-layer stretch film cast line which combines
downgauging capabilities with cutting-edge Nano
technology to reinforce multiple layers of polymers, enabling
significant enhancements in film quality, including enhanced
film strength, superior puncture resistance and holding
force. This makes its resulting stretch film compatible with
high speed wrapping machines, which are commonly used
to cater to the fast deployment, packaging and shipment
needs of industrial market customers in the logistics and
warehousing industry. Utilising this technology in tandem
with our downgauging expertise, we developed our new
Nano Ultra XE stretch film, which offers thickness of as low
as 10 microns and also allows for film to be stretched up to
400% of its original length, leading to a reduction in material
usage compared to conventional machine wrap stretch film
of up to 50%. This equates to reduced use of virgin resin,
reduced storage space requirements, lower transport costs
and, by association, reduced carbon emissions.

Our latest stretch film innovation enhances packing efficiency

Eco-friendly PE Valve Sacks
Also within our industrial packaging segment, we have
sought to minimise our material usage in the production
of industrial Polyethylene (PE) valve sacks. Our latest valve
bottomer machine employs an innovative heat-sealing
technology that completely eliminates the use of adhesives
in the production process. Aside from reduced raw material
consumption and the elimination of emissions related to the
procurement, transportation and storage of adhesives, this
technology enables a threefold increase in our production
capacity for industrial valve sacks.

Eco-friendly PE Valve Sacks
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CONSUMER PACKAGING PRODUCT INNOVATIONS

Developing base films to suit specific customer
requirements
Capitalising on our presence across the packaging value
chain, we have increasingly shifted our base film innovation
efforts towards developing films specifically customised to
the needs of our consumer and brand owner clientele, in turn
enhancing the sustainability of our customer relationships.
In FY2021, one of our top synergistic efforts was the
development of flexo-ink receptive Biaxially-Oriented
Polypropylene (BOPP) flexo-grade film, and its
accompanying Metalised-Oriented Polypropylene (MOPP)
layer, together forming a fully recyclable flexible plastic
packaging structure used in food packaging. Through an
intra-Group collaboration, we became the first mover in this
type of film within Malaysia, developing the entire solution
for our customers in-house. In addition to driving enhanced
cost efficiency, this innovation led to a reduction in indirect
emissions and waste generated across the entire production
process. Please read our case study within this section to
learn more about how addressing this business challenge
leveraged our capabilities across the packaging value chain.

the shelf life of packaging content.
Furthermore, during the year in review we expanded our
use of Avanti CPP film, a high performance CPP film that can
improve production efficiency and enhance recyclability
of packaging solutions. Avanti CPP features comparable or
superior stiffness, Hot Tack performance, sealing properties,
flexibility and elasticity, alongside the optical properties
required by manufacturers of specific foodstuffs. In addition,
Avanti CPP can be manufactured on thinner gauges, leading
to reduced raw material consumption.
Increasing our range of fully recyclable products
With the shift in market trends and consumer preferences
towards sustainable plastic packaging, mono-material
laminates enable full recyclability by using one dominant
type of plastic resin to produce the various layers found in
the packaging.

4

fully recyclable

food packaging formats
commercialised in FY2021

Our prior work in mono-material laminates enabled us to
become the first Malaysian company to have a product
successfully commercialised. Since then, we have
worked with our existing and new clients to develop and
commercialise different types of mono-material laminates to
replace existing non-recyclable packaging structures.

Developing fully recyclable food packaging solutions that support
customers' sustainability goals.

We also developed a resilient and high integrity Retort Cast
Polypropylene (CPP) film used for the sterile packaging of
a wide variety of food and beverage applications, and it is
used as an alternative to traditional canning methods. Aside
from the environmental benefits of in-house sourcing, the
film developed can withstand the process of retort, which
employs a high temperature sterilisation process to extend

During the year in review, we successfully commercialised
four fully recyclable food packaging formats - a sachet, outer
bag, stickpack and pouch. These formats involved switching
to a fully recyclable mono-material laminate structure
using Polypropylene (PP) or polyolefin solution which
carries the number '7' recycle logo and can be recycled in
the country it is being eventually sold in. Meanwhile, the
outer bag developed was our first paper-based packaging
solution, which is able to retain the high barrier and strength
properties expected while boasting full recyclability.
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We are continually innovating a wider range of recyclable flexible plastic packaging solutions.

We have also witnessed a strong market response to our fully compostable BioPBSTM packaging, which is based on
Polybutylene Succinate Adipate (PBSA), a plastic that is derived from natural sources and decomposes into water and carbon
dioxide by microorganism when under soil. Due to the successful commercialisation of this solution, we are now actively
collaborating with more customers to develop innovative compostable solutions that meets their packaging needs.
Enhancing sustainability through process innovation
Innovations to our processes are a major driver of environmental sustainability, facilitating the production of packaging
solutions with reduced material use, energy use and waste generation.
Our investment into Machine Direction Orientation (MDO), for instance, enables the stretching of film to improve film barrier
properties including stiffness and tensile strength, meaning more can be achieved with lower raw material consumption.
Furthering its environmental benefits, the resulting film can be used to substitute nylon and polyester films, thus enabling the
production of fully recyclable mono-material laminate structures used mainly in the personal care, frozen food and pet food
sectors.
A similar innovation introduced in our converting business is the application of solventless lamination. This process involves
the adhesion of two or more substrates using a solvent-free adhesive, thus eliminating the emission of volatile organic
compounds which are released during solvent use. Apart from this benefit, the removal of solvents from the lamination
process negates the need for solvent drying processes that would otherwise be required and which would result in additional
energy used and emissions produced.
Time-efficient printing processes have also served to optimise our energy usage. Processes such as Extended Colour Gamut
(EXG) and Combination Printing reduce setup time and stoppages involved in setting up colours and flexo plates used in
printing respectively. These innovations drive a range of benefits including lower usage and waste of raw materials, and
reductions in energy use.
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OUR PERFORMANCE
In FY2021, there were 224 research and development projects initiated spanning across the packaging value chain. Resultant
thereto, a total of 36 innovations were commercialised. We are confident that the nature of the technologies and approaches
introduced including a range of impactful process innovations will result in sustained resource and cost efficiencies, thus
accruing long-term benefit for our customers, the environment and our business.
With the aim of operating ever more efficiently and treading lighter on our planet, we will continue to invest in innovations
at each stage of the production process, thereby strengthening our valued customer relationships and our reputation as a
producer of sustainable packaging solutions.

CASE STUDY

Driving sustainability across the packaging value chain
The Customer:
A multi-national food and beverage manufacturer.

The Challenge:
This customer preferred the use of the flexographic printing process in the production of its flexible plastic
packaging. However, the EXG printing process required was uncommon in South East Asia and sourcing film
that suited the specific properties required by the customer presented a major challenge.
Prior to our integration as an end-to-end packaging producer, suitable BOPP and MOPP films were sourced
from overseas producers. This had a substantial impact on the cost and efficiency of production, and its
associated environmental footprint.

The Solution:
Leveraging on our expertise across the packaging value chain, we initiated collaboration across our production
plants to develop in-house flexo-grade BOPP and MOPP films. The result of these efforts would enable us to
improve supply chain efficiency as well as offer a larger array of customised sustainable packaging solutions.
Significantly, our growing capabilities in EXG and Combination Printing enabled us to carry out the
flexographic printing of the in-house BOPP film to meet customers’ expectations. Coupling the technology
and process inherently reduces printing set up and run times and encourages optimal energy consumption
and raw material use.
The extrusion lamination of our BOPP and MOPP films completes this end-to-end production process
resulting in a multi layered laminate, which is able to meet the customer’s printing expectations as well as
performance specifications such as heat seal strength and barrier property requirements. Furthermore, the
resulting product is locally sourced and also deemed as a fully recyclable laminate structure in the country
where the packaging is used and distributed.

Key Outtakes:
•
•
•

Fulfilled customer’s film specifications through in-house innovation and intra-Group collaboration
Developed an in-house fully recyclable laminate packaging structure
Delivered additional efficiencies in the printing stage by leveraging new printing technology and
processes that reduced run times and offered resource and energy use advantages

On the whole, this specific case study demonstrates the additional value that we can generate for our customers
and the environment as an integrated packaging producer with a collaborative culture of innovation.
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ECONOMIC VALUE CONTRIBUTED

AN ENGINE FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

WHY IT MATTERS
Our business activities make a substantial impact
on the national economies of the countries in which
we operate, particularly that of our home country of
Malaysia. The impact we make is derived from the direct
economic value we generate through our revenues
and the resulting taxes we pay and indirect value from
the jobs we create, suppliers we appoint, products we
innovate, capital and infrastructural investments we
make, and much more.

STAKEHOLDERS
Customers
We place the utmost priority on delivering products and
services that meet high standards in quality, reliability, safety
and convenience, continuously innovating our products and
processes to meet evolving customer demands and market
trends

OUR APPROACH
With the aim of driving sustainable development
of our communities, business ecosystems,
natural environments and national economies,
we have sought to articulate a holistic set of
practices and approaches that dictate how we
drive value through our engagements with our
stakeholders. These practices and approaches
and the value they generate are detailed below:

THE VALUE WE GENERATE
• High quality packaging products that meet the
stringent requirements of our customers
• Sustainable and recyclable packaging
products that use less raw materials and
energy, and generate less waste
• Affordable housing that improves quality of life

Suppliers

• Enhanced ability of long-term suppliers
to expand their operations and provide
employment opportunities
We support local suppliers and their products wherever
practicable, striving to maintain long-term relationships • 100% of our materials used in our Property
Division are procured from local suppliers
with our supplier base to support their business growth and
economic value creation

Employees
We hire local talent wherever possible, and provide
our workforce with an inclusive work environment,
fair employment benefits and a range of training and
development opportunities to support their professional
growth

• Wages and benefits paid to members of our
workforce
• Development of relevant skills and capabilities,
and
enhanced
career
advancement
opportunities, as a result of training and
development initiatives

Governments and Regulators

• Taxes paid to national governments
• Associational benefits derived from our
adherence to best practices in corporate
We ensure that our operations are carried out with strict
governance
compliance to all applicable rules and regulations, in addition
to mandatory contributions to governments

Investors and Shareholders

• Consistent dividends paid to shareholders
• Associational benefits derived from our
adherence to best practices in corporate
We commit to best practices in corporate governance and
governance
stewardship, supported by our Group-wide policies, to
maintain discipline and accountability at all levels of our
organisation

Local Communities
We undertake community investments and participate in
initiatives and projects that bring benefit to local communities,
either directly through financial investment or indirectly
through the development of skills and capabilities amongst
community members

• Investments made towards community
development programmes
• Townships that offer holistic community
services and catalyse job opportunities,
driving economic empowerment and
community enrichment
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OUR PERFORMANCE
In spite of challenging economic headwinds and disruptions to global supply chains in light of COVID-19, we achieved
record revenue, with the economic value generated by our business activities distributed to our workforce, suppliers,
shareholders and national governments of the countries in which we operate. In line with our belief in investing in growth
to drive continual expansion of our presence and capabilities, RM639.6 million was retained to fund future investments
across both of our dual core businesses.

DIRECT ECONOMIC
VALUE GENERATED

ECONOMIC VALUE
DISTRIBUTED

Operating costs, employee wages and benefits,
payments to providers of capital, payments to
governments and shareholders.
Operating Costs

RM2,474.6 million
Revenues and
Other Income

RM3,667.1
million

Finance Costs

RM19.5 million
Taxation

RM116.8 million
Employee Salaries and Benefits

RM277.0 million
Dividend Expenses

RM139.6 million

ECONOMIC VALUE RETAINED

RM639.6 million
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RESPONSIBLE WASTE MANAGEMENT

MINDFUL MANAGEMENT OF WASTE

OUR APPROACH

WHY IT MATTERS
In our roles as a global player in the flexible plastic
packaging industry and national developer of
affordable homes, we are cognisant of the waste
that our business activities and operations may
generate. We further acknowledge the importance
of responsible waste management at a time when
the world’s growing population is generating
increasing amounts of refuse and pollution.
Efficient, effective and responsible management
of waste contributes to the sustainability of our
operations as it allows us to earn respected
accreditations and certifications, optimise the use
of our resources, and develop a strong reputation
as a conscientious corporate citizen.
We therefore employ a stringent twin-pronged
approach to waste management that seeks to meet
the objectives of reducing the amount of waste
that we generate via our business operations
as well as significantly minimising the potential
negative impacts of waste that is unavoidably
created.

Reduce
impact of
waste disposal

A progressively robust framework
In order to set high standards of responsibility
across all entities of the Group, we have
developed an Environmental Policy in FY2021 that
establishes our key objectives and commitments
towards waste management. Within this policy,
we outline the various responsibilities and actions
that should be acknowledged and undertaken
wherever possible to enhance the sustainability of
our operations in this area.
Simultaneously, we have improved the framework
for monitoring our performance and provided the
responsibility for oversight to dedicated competent
persons or management representatives at each
premise within our Packaging and Property
Divisions. We have further put into place ongoing efforts to assess the levels of waste being
generated and recycled to help us gain insight
into the necessary actions that need to be
undertaken. These matters are deliberated during
monthly management meetings with findings and
proposals then reported to the EXCO.

Train workforce
to manage waste
responsibly
Increase efforts
to reuse, recycle
and recover
waste

Minimise waste
generated where
possible

WASTE
MANAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK

Meet or surpass
regulatory
standards

Identify impacts
of waste
and improve
performance
Engage
stakeholders to
promote best
practices
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Turning waste into resources
We have always maintained a keen dedication towards our efforts in recycling waste into usable resources and seek to
consistently increase our scope where possible. At the moment, our initiatives are broadly divided into two focus areas –
converting recyclable plastic waste into usable resources and converting non-recyclable waste into fuel.

Our in-house
recycling machines
transform recyclable plastic
waste into resin that is reusable in our
production process

Firstly, we continue to expand the ways in which we are able to
reuse and reutilise our plastic trimmings and other recyclable
plastic waste generated. Our stringent in-house recycling
processes are able to produce recycled resins at the quality
required, enabling the resins to be reused within our own
manufacturing processes. The recycled resins may also be
sold to third-parties and subsequently used as raw materials to
produce other products. Our recyclable plastic waste is also
sold to third parties that recycle them into raw materials for other
manufacturers to utilise.

New recycling machine in Pulau Indah, Selangor plant.

At the same time, we are exploring a new collaboration with our plastic pallet supplier as one of our initiatives to
promote the circular economy for plastic. Through this collaboration, our recyclable plastic waste is sent to our supplier
to be recycled and used as raw materials in the manufacturing of new plastic pallets that we widely use during our
transportation of goods to our customers.
Our second focus area is turning non-recyclable waste into usable resources, which we achieve through engagement
with external recycling services. Once we have ensured that our non-recyclable production waste is free of asbestos,
scheduled waste or any hazardous materials, the non-recyclable production waste is delivered to a waste-to-energy
incineration facility that converts such waste into processed engineered fuel that has growing applications in various
industries.
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Effective management of scheduled waste and
effluents

Achieving waste reduction and promoting consumer
recycling through innovations

Proper storage and disposal of scheduled waste is
important to protect the safety and health of our people
and surrounding environment, and thus we ensure that
all scheduled waste generated is managed responsibly
and in accordance with relevant regulations in the
locations where we operate. Within Malaysia, we remain
compliant with the Environmental Quality (Scheduled
Wastes) Regulations 2005 as set by the Department of
Environment (DOE).

Aside from mitigating waste generated from our
production operations, we take an active role in reducing
the overall waste that we produce by enhancing our
machines and processes as well as creating recyclable or
compostable products so that our customers themselves
can participate in the circular economy.

This entails the appointment of a competent person to
oversee all relevant processes, storing all such waste in a
secure location that is disconnected from our production
facilities, utilising and updating the Electronic Scheduled
Waste Information System (eSWIS) appropriately and
disposing such waste through the procurement of an
approved contractor.
While water discharge is not a primary waste component
generated by our activities, we nevertheless undertake
effort to ensure all effluents are managed responsibly and
in full accordance with Environmental Quality (Industrial
Effluent) Regulations 2009 (Standard B) and with other
relevant regulations in jurisdictions where we operate.
Periodical monitoring of effluent quality for certain plants
is conducted, whereby samples are collected and sent to
third party laboratories for analysis on an annual basis.
This is to ensure that all our effluents have been properly
treated prior to disposal.
At the same time, we are conscious of the potential
impact that any effluent seepage may have on rivers
and other bodies of water in our surroundings, as well as
possible impacts on biodiversity. Checks and measures
are regularly undertaken to make sure of proper storage
and handling, so that no effluents or discharges seep
through into the ground or run the risk of contaminating
surrounding natural water sources.

In recent years, we have made leaps and bounds towards
creating quality recyclable packaging products to replace
existing non-recyclable options within the market.
With our stretch film already being fully recyclable, our
recent efforts have been focused on switching from nonrecyclable to fully recyclable laminated structures. This
initiative made us a first mover in mono-material laminated
solutions in Malaysia, for which we have commercialised
an additional four packaging formats since FY2020.
Following the launch of our first fully compostable
BioPBS™ packaging in 2019, we were pleased to have
received a robust response and are currently working
with other customers to develop innovative compostable
packaging solutions. FY2021 also saw us launching
another first as we commercialised our first paper-based
packaging solution, thereby adding to our growing list of
products that are recyclable or compostable.
Numerous advancements have been achieved in our
processes over the last few years that have had a significant
impact in increasing the efficiency of our production
methods and thereby reducing the waste generated.
This includes continuous downgauging innovation
of our stretch film and other industrial and consumer
packaging products to maximise resin utilisation and
reduce incidental waste of raw materials, the adoption
of heat-sealing and solventless lamination technology to
eliminate adhesives or solvent use and potential wastage,
as well as time-efficient Extended Colour Gamut and
Combination Printing processes that optimise the usage
of printing materials and reduce overall waste generated.
To read more, refer to ‘Product Innovation’ on page 35 of
this report and ‘Operational Review – Packaging’ in our
Integrated Annual Report 2021.

Storage for schedule waste at our packaging plants
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Establishing stringent protocols at project sites
Our Property Division undertakes a wide variety of actions to reduce and recycle waste while managing the disposal of
scheduled waste at our development sites in a responsible manner and in compliance with Environmental Quality Act
1974.

Gather scrap
metals such as steel
and send them for
recycling
Use construction
waste to build
temporary access
roads and cover
potholes

Use existing soil
from our land to
undertake earth
and ground works

Compliance
with regulatory
requirements

WASTE MANAGEMENT
INITIATIVES AT
DEVELOPMENT
SITES

Prohibition of open
burning to mitigate
air pollution and
health hazards

Responsible
management
of sewage and
effluents

Increased efforts to recycle general waste

Making Recycling
a Collective Effort

141 EMPLOYEES
participated in our ‘3R’and ‘Back to
Earth’awareness talk

We consistently advocate the practice of recycling amongst our employees
and conduct dedicated training programmes to increase their awareness of
best practices in waste management. In FY2021, this included our Reduce,
Reuse and Recycle (3R) Initiative and ‘Back to Earth’ programme that
engaged our employees and enhanced their mindfulness towards recycling.
At the same time, we also aim to reach out to the community via our initiatives
with the Malaysian Plastic Manufacturers Association in educating school
children on the importance of recycling. To read more, refer to 'Contributing
to Local Communities' on page 75 of this report.
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OUR PERFORMANCE
We are pleased to have expanded our framework governing waste management in FY2021 through our new
Environmental Policy. Leveraging on the commitments and guidelines found therein, we are optimistic of enhancing our
efforts in this matter across all entities within the Group. Through our expanded monitoring and assessment activities,
we look forward to further bolstering our efforts and improving our performance in the coming years.
The data of scheduled (hazardous) waste is gathered through eSWIS and via waste transfer notes. The table below
shows the scheduled (hazardous) waste and non-hazardous plastics waste generated from our manufacturing plants.
Type of Waste by Metric Tonne (MT)

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

1,005

1,376

1,318

Total Non-Hazardous Plastic Waste

14,459

18,721

15,036

- Recycled

Scheduled (Hazardous) Waste

10,249

14,891

11,561

- Recycled (Converted to Energy)

3,126

997

679

- Non Recycled (Others)

1,084

2,833

2,796

Waste as a Percentage of Output (%)

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

Scheduled (Hazardous) Waste

0.3

0.5

0.5

Total Non-Hazardous Plastic Waste

4.9

6.3

5.5

- Recycled

3.4

5.0

4.3

- Recycled (Converted to Energy)

1.1

0.3

0.2

- Non Recycled (Others)

0.4

1.0

1.0

In the current year, our scope has been expanded to include foreign subsidiaries. Comparison figures have been adjusted accordingly.

In FY2021, total non-hazardous plastic waste as a percentage of output was at 5.5% compared to 6.3% in the prior year,
representing a decrease of 12.7%, due to our ongoing initiatives on waste management across our plants.
Compliance
Within our Packaging Division, two of our manufacturing plants in Melaka incurred a total of RM9,000 in fines following
a minor scheduled waste disposal infringement. The matter was investigated and measures were undertaken to ensure
the non-occurrence of such incidents in future.
No scheduled waste non-compliance issues were recorded within the Property Division. There were no incidents of
spillage of scheduled (hazardous) waste or non-hazardous waste in either division.
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OPTIMISING CONSUMPTION OF MATERIALS

USING MATERIALS AND RESOURCES RESPONSIBLY

OUR APPROACH

WHY IT MATTERS
At Scientex, we have always placed great value on the
responsible usage and procurement of raw materials and
other production resources used within our Packaging and
Property Divisions. Over the years, we have continually
enhanced our approach towards reducing waste, promoting
reusability, improving recyclability and generally making
efficient use of our production and construction raw materials.
We bolstered our efforts towards the proper utilisation of
materials and other resources with the implementation of
an Environmental Policy that outlines various commitments
to be adopted across the Group. Through this mindful and
eco-conscious approach, along with full compliance towards
regulatory requirements, we are able to build sustainable
relationships with responsible suppliers, protect the
environments in which we operate by reducing inefficient
consumption, mitigate the impact caused by the utilisation
of raw materials and create environmentally friendly products
that place us in a robust position for long-term growth.
We are further pleased to align our framework with the various
national and global organisations that seek to enhance
responsible consumption and production.

A policy that strengthens our
commitment
In order to coordinate a rigorous
approach towards sustainable use
of materials across our business
segments,
we
developed
an
Environmental Policy in FY2021
that promotes responsible resource
utilisation as one of its core pillars.
Through the clear stipulation of our
commitments and responsibilities,
along with recommendations for the
actions and practices that should
be undertaken, we empower our
people to enhance the efficiency and
effectiveness with which we utilise our
materials as we continue to produce
and provide high quality products and
services.

RESOURCE UTILISATION GUIDELINES IN OUR ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

Consume
materials
efficiently and
responsibly

Encourage
development
of sustainable
products
Encourage use
of recycled
or upcycled
materials

Integrate
environmental
impact
consideration
in procurement
processes

Optimise
utilisation of
water while
protecting water
sources
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Increasing the utilisation of recycled resin
Resin represents the primary raw material used in the
manufacturing of our packaging products and thus, we
have consistently aimed to lower our consumption of virgin
resin materials to aid in reducing the environmental impact
of resource extraction. One of our key efforts in this aspect
is through the use of recycled resin in our production
processes.
Over the past decade, we have installed resin recycling
machines in our plants to recycle plastic trimmings or
recyclable plastic waste into recycled resins that may be
used back within our production process, whereby plastic
waste materials are collected and segregated before being
recycled and granulated back into reusable resin. In FY2021,
we have procured and installed an additional resin recycling
machine at our Pulau Indah plant to further encourage
responsible consumption of materials.
As we strengthen our efforts in supporting the circular
plastic economy, we are also exploring the development
of products which use post-consumer resin (PCR) derived
from chemical recycled plastic waste as inputs in our
manufacturing process. To this end, we are pleased to report
that in FY2021, one of our plants in Pulau Indah has attained
the International Sustainability and Carbon Certification
(ISCC Plus) accreditation.

Innovating downgauged films and packaging
products
Stretch film, one of our primary products within the
Packaging Division, is amongst the world’s most widely used
industrial packaging solutions. As one of the world’s leading
producers of stretch film, we believe that by continually
reducing the thickness of our stretch film products and thus
decreasing the resin resources required for its production,
we are able to play a significant role in promoting responsible
resin consumption within the industry.
By innovating thinner stretch film without compromising on
the functionality and performance of the product, we enjoy
benefits such as reduction in consumption of materials, and
additionally provide benefits across the supply chain. This
environmentally friendly innovation is fully recyclable, uses
less material per wrap, saves storage space and cost while
reducing waste and carbon footprint during transportation.
To this end, our Packaging Division is proud to lay claim to
the production of some of the thinnest stretch film direct
from a cast line machine, at just 4.5 microns thickness.

1st

in Malaysia
Plastic film manufacturer
accredited with ISCC Plus

Certification

Nano Ultra XE stretch film

This innovation in downgauging of film thickness is similarly
applied across our industrial and consumer product range
within the Packaging Division.
The International Sustainability and Carbon Certification
(ISCC) is a globally applicable sustainability certification
system covering the entire supply chain and enables the
traceability of recycled materials through the supply chain.
Our ISCC certification is a significant step forward in our
initiative to track our use of recycled resin and we are the
first plastic film manufacturer in Malaysia to have attained
this certification. We are in the midst of obtaining the ISCC
accreditation for four other plants involved in the PCR supply
chain initiative, which will then enable us to expand our reach
towards global customers seeking sustainable packaging
solutions.

Responsible water consumption
Efficient and cautious utilisation of water is advocated
across the Group with basic water saving measures having
been put into place and individual entities encouraged to
expand upon this responsibility. We receive our main source
of water from municipal pipelines and no Scientex business
is located at a ‘water stressed area’ as assessed by WRI’s
Aqueduct or WWF’s Water Risk Filter, other than our plant
located at Phoenix, Arizona in the United States of America
(USA).
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Within our Packaging Division, water is primarily used for
cooling purposes within cooling towers in our production
process. To practice responsible water consumption, our
cooling process features a closed-loop system whereby
water is recirculated to reduce water evaporation.

non-compliance to relevant standards and regulations with
regard to our water consumption or water quality.

Our manufacturing plant in Myanmar practises rainwater
harvesting, where we harvest rainwater and utilise it as our
primary source of water, thus removing the need to extract
resources from municipal pipelines.

Within our Property Division, one of our key efforts to
reduce resource consumption is through the refinement
of material utilisation in our Industrialised Building System
(IBS) construction technique. The use of IBS can lead
to a higher degree of precision during construction and
consequently reduce material wastage. The standardisation
of design also allows for optimised use of materials during
construction and enhanced management of overall material
consumption.

In FY2021, we also commenced the monitoring of our water
consumption in order to identify our total usage, and we
aspire towards consistent year-on-year improvement in this
area. For the year under review, there were no incidents of

IBS BENEFITS TO
REDUCE MATERIAL
CONSUMPTION
•
•
•
•

Standardised designs
High precision
Optimum material usage
Lightweight
construction blocks

Reducing
materials

resource

consumption

and

reusing

Additionally, our adoption of eco-friendly lightweight construction blocks, which
are considerably lighter in weight than standard concrete blocks while preserving
the necessary structural strength, significantly reduces the energy required for
production as well as the mortar used during construction. This also means that less
fuel is required during transportation to project sites.
The reusing of materials is also highly encouraged across both our dual core
businesses. A key example within the Property Division is the reuse of metal formworks,
which were selected over timber formworks for their reusability factor. Within the
Packaging Division, materials used for the packing, wrapping or bundling of our
products are reused wherever possible. These include materials such as plastic or
wooden pallets, carton boxes, PVC or paper cores, and plastic discs, amongst others.
Furthermore, we are exploring a collaboration with a plastic pallet supplier to utilise
our recyclable plastic waste to create new plastic pallets used for our transportation
of goods to customers.

An aerial view of one of our phases of double storey affordable homes constructed using IBS in Pulai, Johor
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OUR PERFORMANCE

Total Materials Used by Metric Tonnes (MT)
6.9

6.7

Materials Used and Quantity

6.4
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FY2019
Materials

FY2020

291,700

284,200

This is the first year of disclosure on total volume of
materials consumed in our Packaging Division. The major
materials used in the production processes include resins,
masterbatches and additives. In addition, the percentage of
total recycled resin used is also monitored with the objective
of continually improving upon this proportion over time.

324,400

PACKAGING DIVISION

FY2021

Percentage of recycled resins used

Water Consumption and Intensity

Packaging Division

237.0
236,900

270,500
754,800
FY2020

673,000

307,500
636,900
FY2019

Water Consumption (m3)

278.0

287.7

Water Consumption (m3)

Within the Property Division, the total water consumption
disclosed includes water consumed from river source, for which
we have provided a separate disclosure below.

FY2019
Surface water

FY2021

4,439

8,548

Within the Packaging Division, the total water consumption
disclosed includes the consumption of water at our plant in
Phoenix, Arizona, USA. As Phoenix is located in a region that
has been identified as being water stressed, we have provided a
separate disclosure below:
Water Consumption (m3)

FY2021
Property Division

Intensity per unit of revenue (m3/RM Million)

-

FY2020

Phoenix, Arizona

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

6,611

2,047

2,699

In FY2021, total water consumption was at 909,900 m3, a decrease of 11.3% compared to 1,025,300 m3 in the prior year.
Water consumption intensity per unit of revenue also decreased from 278.0 in the prior year to 237.0 in the current year,
representing a decrease of 14.7%.
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REDUCING ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND EMISSIONS

ELEVATING CLIMATE ACTION AS A GROUP PRIORITY

WHY IT MATTERS
Limiting the rise in global temperatures
to well below 2°C above pre-industrial
levels, as per the goals of the Paris
Agreement,
presents
a
defining
challenge for mankind that will shape
our collective legacy in sustainable
development. With the acceleration of
climate change, the onus is upon us,
as a major manufacturer and property
developer, to adopt low carbon energy
technologies and introduce energy
efficient production technologies that
will make a meaningful difference to our
energy consumption and emissions. We
also have a responsibility to minimise
the indirect emissions that occur across
our supply chain and throughout the
lifecycles of our products.
As such, we are taking firm steps to
strengthen our positive contribution
towards climate action across both the
Packaging Division and the Property
Division. In addition to the technologies
introduced in FY2021, which are detailed
below, we aim to develop a roadmap that
will set targets on our continuing carbon
reduction journey, thereby aligning our
operations with innovations in energy
and technology for the betterment of our
planet.

Our Nano 67-layer
cast stretch film line
yields a

15% reduction

in electricity used per unit of output

OUR APPROACH
Presently, electricity forms our main source of energy
consumption. The electricity we consume is sourced
from the power grid and derived predominantly from nonrenewable sources. Focusing on areas where we can make
a more immediate difference, we are actively investing in
new technologies, upgrading our existing machinery, and
adopting good management practices across our business
divisions to increase our energy efficiency.
Leveraging cutting-edge technology to drive energy
efficiency
In our Packaging Division, our focus on process innovation
has involved investments into new machinery that offer
substantial improvements in energy efficiency. Our new
Nano 67-layer cast stretch film line commissioned in FY2021
is equipped with customised design extruder screws
which requires lower heating, yielding a 15% reduction in
electricity consumed per unit of output compared to existing
machines.
In addition, we have seen a significant improvement in our
new blown film lines for Form Fill Seal (FFS) bags, where
the introduction of a high performance air ring and modular
cooling system design enables up to 50% higher output with
improved energy efficiency. Meanwhile, our introduction of
air compressors with variable speed drive control has led to
a 30% reduction in electricity consumption when generating
high pressure compressed air for our manufacturing
activities.
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Energy efficient FFS blown film line

Looking
at
our
packaging innovation
efforts as a whole,
our presence across
the value chain as a
fully integrated, endto-end player in the
plastic
packaging
industry has enabled
us to streamline our
processes and develop
more
specialised
solutions
in-house.
This has facilitated
the
elimination
of
unnecessary
and
energy-intensive
aspects
of
our
processes and supply
chain. Please read our
‘Product
Innovation’
disclosure on page 35
for more.

We have also made a concerted effort to transition to lowenergy lighting across both of our business divisions.
During the year in review, we upgraded to high-efficiency
LED lighting across our manufacturing plants with the
installation of 281 units of high bay and flood lights at
our production plants in Pulau Indah, Selangor and Ipoh.
Within our Property Division, streetlights installed during
the year in review featured low-energy technology, thus
reducing emissions throughout the lifecycle of our property
development projects. Moving forward, we will continue to
use low-energy lighting across our manufacturing facilities
and property developments.
Lowering emissions by reducing raw material usage
and adopting efficient planning of house designs
As reflected in our drive to downgauge our films and develop
thinner film varieties, a long-term focus of our Packaging
Division is the reduction of raw material usage (please see
‘Optimising Consumption of Materials’ on page 49 for a
more detailed disclosure). While the primary purpose is to
reduce wastage and optimise the cost of production, the
technologies and approaches we have introduced have also
resulted in reduced energy consumption, both internally
and indirectly through our demand for external production
inputs.
In addition, the introduction of solventless lamination has
eliminated the need for solvents in the adhesive lamination

process, thus reducing energy consumption and emissions
related to the purchase, transportation and disposal of such
solvents. The technology’s application also means that we
can omit processes related to solvent based lamination, such
as the use of an overhead drying tunnel, and significantly
reduce electricity consumed.
For our property developments, wherever possible, we plan
our houses according to north-south building orientations
to reduce heat exposure and therefore reduce reliance on
energy for cooling purposes.
Reducing resource extraction and towards circular
use
Potentially even more impactful to our long-term energy use
and emissions is our progressive introduction of recycling
and circular economy practices. With the installation of
recycling machines at our film production plants, plastic
trimmings and plastic waste can be recycled into quality
resin, which forms an input in production. The potential
impact of this cannot be overstated, as it reduces our usage
of virgin resin, which itself involves the energy-intensive
extraction of hydrocarbons found in non-renewable
resources such as crude oil and natural gases.
Fully considering our indirect emissions
We recognise that delivering sustainable emissions
reductions will involve more than transforming our primary
business processes alone, and have proactively introduced
Group-wide practices that reduce indirect emissions
generated as a result of our logistics and throughout our
supply chain.
In our Property Division, we have adopted the use of ecofriendly lightweight construction blocks which can be
transported in greater volume, thus cutting down emissions
related to transportation of goods. We have also minimised
labour transportation by building centralised labour quarters
within our worksites.
Conscious of our supplier base and the emissions generated
by their business practices, our Environmental Policy and
Code of Conduct for Suppliers outline the standards of
environmental responsibility and the practices we expect
of our suppliers in relation to energy and emissions.
Specifically, the Code of Conduct for Suppliers prescribes
that suppliers endeavour to uphold sound environmental
practices in relation to climate change impact, including
Greenhouse Gases (GHG) emissions, in their operations.
We continue to work with our suppliers to encourage the
adoption of energy efficient and low carbon technologies
and business practices.
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Lastly, our efforts in reducing indirect emissions have also extended to our stakeholders and supplier engagements. In light of
the COVID-19 pandemic, we accelerated our transition towards fully virtual engagements, limiting physical travel to instances
where it is deemed absolutely necessary. As we plan for life beyond the pandemic, virtual communications technology will
continue to be widely used across the Group.

OUR PERFORMANCE
During the year in review, we undertook an exercise to determine the total energy consumed across the Group over the past
three years, and its impact on our GHG emissions. As we seek to launch Group-wide climate action initiatives in the near future,
our climate action roadmap, which is currently under development, will outline specific targets that we can apply towards
reaching our goals.
GHG Emissions and Intensity (Scope 1 and 2)

Energy Consumption and Intensity

FY2019

164,900

151,200

6,300

6,000

Scope 1

Property Division

FY2020

Scope 2 (Packaging)

41.4

1,600

46.9
1,700

46.8
FY2019

FY2021
Scope 2 (Property)

Intensity per unit of revenue (MTCO2e/RM Million)

Intensity per unit of revenue (MWh/RM Million)

In FY2021, total electricity consumed was at 284,000 MWh
compared to 309,700 MWh in prior year, a decrease of 8.3%.
Energy intensity per unit of revenue also recorded a decrease
of 11.9%, from 84.0 in the prior year to 74.0 in FY2021.

146,400

1,500

FY2021

5,900

3,100
280,900

FY2020

Packaging Division

GHG (CO2e) Emissions (MT)

74.0

84.0

271,900

306,800

2,400

2,900

83.6

Electricity Consumption (MWh)

In FY2021, GHG (CO2e) emissions was at 158,800 MT
compared to 172,900 MT in prior year, representing a
decrease of 8.2%. GHG emissions intensity per unit of
revenue was at 41.4 in FY2021 compared to 46.9 in the prior
year, a decrease of 11.7%.

Natural Gas Consumption
Notes:

Natural Gas Consumption (MMBtu)

1.
2.
3.

116,623
111,617

108,782

FY2019

FY2020
Packaging Division

FY2021

4.

Scope 1: Emission source is from natural gas
Scope 2: Emission source is from purchased electricity from grid
Scope 1 emissions are computed based on emission factor published
by Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2007 and
IPCC AR5
Scope 2 emissions are computed based on emission factor published
by:
- Institute for Global Environmental Strategies 2021 List of Grid
Emissions Factor, for our plants based in Malaysia and Vietnam
- United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) Emission Reduction Profile: Myanmar, for our plant
based in Myanmar
- U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Emissions and Generation
Resource Integrated Database (eGRID), for our plant based in the
USA
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE

MAINTAINING RIGOROUS ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE

OUR APPROACH

WHY IT MATTERS
Over the years, we have continually expanded
our framework governing environmental
sustainability in order to keep pace with
rising global challenges and maintain our
reputation as a responsible corporate citizen.
As an entity that has the opportunity to make a
difference, we believe that it is part of our duty
to help maintain a healthy planet for future
generations.
At the very core of our approach is a rigorous
commitment towards upholding compliance
with all applicable environmental regulations
in the regions where we operate, while at
the same time holding our supply chain to a
similarly high standard of responsibility. Our
ability to do so empowers us to build enduring
relationships with stakeholders, establish a
pool of dependable suppliers and continue to
meet our operational and growth objectives.

A policy that integrates environmental
sustainability across the Group
Developed during FY2021, our newly established
Environmental Policy aims to integrate the concept of
environmental sustainability into all our operational
activities and establish sound environmental practices
across the Group. The policy, while reflecting our
ever-expanding internal commitment towards
responsible practices, primarily plays a key role in
ensuring our compliance with all applicable regulatory
requirements.
The policy stipulates the various actions that entities
within the Group should undertake to enable
us to achieve our environmental objectives and
targets, while providing a framework for monitoring
performance and reporting violations. The core pillars
of focus within the policy are Energy and Emissions,
Waste Management, Resource Utilisation and
Biodiversity.

KEY PILLARS IN OUR ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

Energy and Emissions

Waste Management

• Reduce energy
consumption where
possible

• Minimising waste
generation where
possible

• Integrate energy
efficiency into
operations

• Increase efforts to
prevent, reduce,
reuse, recycle and
recover waste

• Develop technology
and processes
to improve
performance
• Comply with legal
requirements and
best practices
• Consider
environmental
impacts during
procurement
process
• Advocate
awareness amongst
stakeholders

• Meet or surpass
regulations and
integrate industry
best practices
• Identify impacts of
waste generated
and set targets to
continually improve
performance
• Engage with
stakeholders to
promote awareness
and good practices

Resource Utilisation

Biodiversity

• Practice responsible
material utilisation
through efficient
consumption

• Minimise impacts
on biodiversity in
areas where Scientex
operates

• Incorporate
environmental
impact prevention in
procurement process
and encourage the
use of recycled or upcycled materials

• Integrate the
management of
natural capital and
biodiversity into
environmental
management plans

• Encourage
development of
sustainability products
• Optimise utilisation
and conservation of
water
• Engage innovation
and collective action
to ensure sustainable
supply of water

• Highlight and
raise awareness
on the importance
of biodiversity
protection and
conservation through
trainings and
education
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Driving continuous enhancement in regulatory adherence
As a responsible corporate citizen, we undertake various measures to ensure our compliance with all related environmental
laws and regulations established in the various jurisdictions where we operate. Within Malaysia, we are governed by the
Environmental Quality Act 1974 and its subsequent regulations, standards and guidelines, including but not limited to the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental Quality (Scheduled Wastes) Regulations 2005
Environmental Quality (Industrial Effluent) Regulations 2009 (Standard B)
Environmental Quality (Sewage) Regulations 2009
Environmental Quality (Clean Air) Regulations 2014
National Water Quality Standards
Malaysian Air Quality Guidelines (Ambient Standard)

The responsibility to monitor adherence and provide oversight is assumed by a dedicated Health, Safety and Environment
(HSE) Committee and supported by HSE Officers and their representatives within our various subsidiaries. At the same time,
observance is further bolstered through reviews conducted by internal auditors during each reporting period.
We are pleased to report that 50% of our active manufacturing plants, are accredited with ISO 14001 certification, the top
global standard by which environmental management systems are assessed, with additional entities slated for certification
in the near future.
Company/Plant Location

Scientex Group
entities that have
obtained ISO 14001
certification

Certified Since (Year)

Scientex Packaging Film Sdn Bhd - Pulau Indah

2005

Scientex Great Wall Sdn Bhd - Rawang

2010

Scientex Great Wall Sdn Bhd - Tg Kling

2018

Scientex Great Wall Sdn Bhd - Pulau Indah

2018

Scientex Great Wall (Ipoh) Sdn Bhd - Sg Siput

2004

Scientex Great Wall (Ipoh) Sdn Bhd - Chemor

2004

Daibochi Berhad - Melaka

2011

In line with our objective of continuous enhancement, we undertake regular engagements with authorities and attend
trainings, courses and seminars to keep abreast of the latest updates and developments in environmental rules and
regulations. Training, courses and seminars attended by our employees across both the Packaging and Property Divisions
during FY2021 include:
Chemical Handling, Storage and Safety
Industrial Waste Management
Seminar Pematuhan Akta Kualiti Alam Sekeliling 1974
Certified Inspector of Sediment and Erosion Control (CISEC)
Certified Environment Professional in Scheduled Waste Management (CEPSWaM)
Workshop on Electronic Schedule Waste Information System (eSWIS)
Managing Scheduled Waste Towards People and Environmental Protection and Cost Reduction
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A comprehensive framework for responsible project development
Backed by decades of experience in residential property development, our Property Division has established various practices
and protocols to undertake thoughtful development. Our framework not only adheres to relevant industry regulations but
also reflects our concern to mitigate any impacts to the surrounding environment that may arise.
While no landbank under the Group’s ownership, nor completed or on-going development within the Property Division, has
been considered a site of high biodiversity value, we have continued to comply with all stipulations made in the approved
social impact assessment conducted by relevant authorities.
Special focus is placed on ensuring the sustainability of the lands upon which projects exceeding 50 hectares are to be
developed. Prior to development, we undertake an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) that endeavors to identify
any risks to the environment that may be instigated by our impending activities. Our focus areas include soil erosion and
sedimentation, water quality, air quality, noise and vibration, waste management, social impact and ecology.

Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation

Ecology

Water Quality

Environmental
Impact Assessment
Focus Area
Social Impact

Air Quality

Waste
Management

Noise and
Vibration
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CASE STUDY
The following is a summary of environmental related issues and measures that were assessed for our
Kundang Jaya mixed development project in Selangor.
From this assessment, an Environment Management Plan (EMP) was developed to ensure our
development activities remain compliant with approval conditions set out in the EIA. The EMP stipulates
the preventive measures that should be instituted and the necessary actions that should be undertaken
to mitigate potentially adverse impacts. This may include actions such as the building of structures, the
installation of safety or health systems and the practice of specific operational protocols.

Environment Related
Issues

Key Mitigation Measures
Preventive measures carried out to mitigate the risk of soil loss and sedimentation include the
following:

Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation

• Clearing of vegetation will be carried out only to the extent essential for any phase of the
project development
• Planting of grass and suitable cover crops undertaken to protect newly cleared areas against
soil erosion
• Slopes developed from earthwork activities, embankments and other structures will be
planted with suitable grass to minimise collapsing soil hazards
• Provision of diversion channel and drainage to divert the runoff from the areas impacted to
sediment basins
Key actions undertaken to mitigate water quality impacts include:

Water Quality

• Perimeter earth drainage and diversion channel to divert surface water from project area to
dedicated silt trap for treatment prior to discharge
• Temporary check dams and silt fence constructed as sediment control measures
• Periodical maintenance of the sewerage pipelines, internal drain and monsoon drain (during
the construction phase) to ensure the functionality of the pipeline and drainage
Air quality issues are managed and addressed via:

Air Quality

• Installation of hoarding at the boundary of project site to trap entrained dust within work
areas
• Speed limit imposed on vehicles entering project site to reduce dust entrainment and along
the access roads to avoid any resurgence of dust
• Strict prohibition to the practice of any open burning at the project site
• Exposed areas including access roads and stock of loose construction materials are damped
(with water sprinkler) or covered during dry and windy days to reduce airborne dusts
• Conduct ambient air monitoring to measure the quantity and type of pollutants in the
surrounding air of the project site
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Environment Related
Issues

Key Mitigation Measures
Noise and vibration impact due from our project site are addressed by the following key actions:

Noise and
Vibration

• Installation of hoarding to confine the noise generated from work areas to within its
surroundings
• No resounding construction activities are carried out during the night
• Performance of periodical maintenance for machineries and equipment as a prevention
measure to minimise loud noise emission
• Installation of in-ground barriers as a tool to deter vibrations that are mainly transmitted by the
soil or propagate near to ground surface
Primary measures in handling waste generation at project site include:

Waste
Management

• Establishment of a waste management plan which includes allocation of dedicated waste
storage area, frequency of waste collection, disposal and periodical inspection on site
• Minimise generation of solid waste by sound planning of material usage
• Proper handling of scheduled waste as in accordance with Environmental Quality (Scheduled
Waste) Regulations 2005
• Provision of adequate number of waste bins at strategic locations around site office and work
areas
Measures undertaken to manage the impact of the project to the surrounding society include:

Social Impact

• All pilling works are prohibited during night time
• Priority for participation and employment are provided to the locals where possible and if
foreign workers are employed, these workers are briefed on Malaysian laws, regulations,
rules, regulations, local customs and social etiquette
• All workers are required to undergo a background and health screening prior to the
commencement of their employment
• Provide full cooperation with the community to control the impact of traffic flow, with:
- Provision of traffic management team to control movement of traffic during peak hours and
mobilisation of heavy machineries
- Provision of adequate warning signage on existing heavy vehicles
- Vehicular movement for transportation purposes are avoided (where possible) during peak
traffic hours
- Awareness on road safety and traffic regulations are regularly provided to all parties working
on the project site
Actions taken to manage the flora and fauna within the project site include:

Ecology

• Project site is cleared and developed in phases to allow migration of fauna to other forested
areas
• Replantation of greenery is carried out around the development site and with guidance from
horticulturist on the species of tress to be planted
• Any encounter or conflict with animals within the site during the construction phase is
escalated to the Department of Wildlife and National Parks Peninsular Malaysia (Perhilitan)
for advice and assistance
• Hunting, poaching and trapping of the animals are strictly prohibited at the project site
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Protecting Our Environment
Furthermore, we undertake activities that support a healthy environment. In
FY2021, our Property Division planted more than 7,000 trees and shrubs of various
species across our various project developments in order to enhance the natural
surroundings and provide an opportunity for flora and fauna in the area to thrive.

SUPPORTING A
GREENER EARTH
Our Property Division planted
more than

7,000

trees and shrubs
of various species in FY2021

Green space at our development in Scientex Skudai, Johor

Ensuring sustainable practices internally and through our supply chain
At Scientex, we aim to engage and encourage everyone within our Group, as well as the third parties that we work with,
to play a collective role towards enhancing environmental responsibility. To empower employees with the knowledge and
latest updates pertaining to our industry, special training and development programmes that are specifically targeted towards
environmental sustainability matters are regularly conducted.
In FY2021, this included actively participating in webinar engagements focusing on environmental waste that were organised
by associations of which we are a member, namely the Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM) and the Malaysian
Plastic Manufacturers Association (MPMA).
During the FMM webinar, representative from our Group
presented a paper entitled ‘Sustainability Driven Packaging
Solutions’ to industry players and members of the general
public. Meanwhile, in the ’Why Plastics’ webinar jointly
organised by MPMA, Chevron Phillips and the Institute
of Chemical Engineers Malaysia, we had the privilege
of a participatory role wherein we presented a paper
entitled ‘Sustainable Plastics Manufacturing’ to students,
undergraduates, researchers, lecturers, packaging industry
players and the general public.
Both webinars provided us a valuable opportunity to
inculcate a stronger emphasis on sustainable packaging
within the industry, especially in promoting the use of
recyclable mono-material flexible plastic packaging, which
is widely used in the food and beverage industry.

WEBINAR

Virtual presentation during the 'Sustainability-driven Packaging Solutions'
webinar
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OUR PERFORMANCE
We expect similarly responsible practices from parties across our supply chain and have established our Code of Conduct
for Suppliers, which provides a framework for assessment of their practices and initiatives pertaining to ethical, social and
environmental compliance.
Compliance
We continue to maintain a strong commitment towards compliance to all environmental rules and regulations across both
our Packaging and Property Divisions.
Supply Chain Oversight
Our Code of Conduct for Suppliers has been communicated
to all our suppliers with an annual supply value of more than
RM50,000. We have also stepped up our efforts in ensuring that
entities within our supply chain hold themselves to be ethical,
socially and environmentally responsible.

35

major suppliers furnished
with questionnaire
100% responses received

A questionnaire on key environmental, social and ethical matters was sent to thirty five major suppliers of materials and
contractors as well as the top five logistics service providers.
Relevant information from suppliers, contractors and service providers are obtained and recorded for continuous improvement
pertaining to environmental, social and ethical matters.
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OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

ULTIMATE CARE FOR OUR PEOPLE’S WELFARE

WHY IT MATTERS
Given the nature of our core business activities
in packaging and property, we have consistently
invested significant focus and resources into
ensuring the safety and health of our employees
when performing their occupational tasks.
We believe that by fostering a secure working
environment that prioritises the physical safety,
security and well-being of our workforce, we
are able to demonstrate our various business
entities as rewarding and fulfilling places to
work.
Working conditions that empower employees
to focus on their jobs without the distraction
of potential hazards or discomfort provide
an ideal foundation for a workforce that is
efficient, capable and motivated. We further
acknowledge that any potential safety or health
violation may negatively impact our reputation
or disrupt working schedules.
In FY2021, we marked our steadfast dedication
to meet high standards of occupational safety
and health through the Group-wide adoption
of a comprehensive Safety and Health Policy
to guide all employees in ensuring safety
and health precautions are preserved at all
Scientex premises. The policy further empowers
employees to execute contingency actions in
response to emergencies and adverse incidents.

This was further bolstered in FY2021 with the
development and adoption of a Group-wide Safety
and Health Policy that outlined our key areas of
commitment. The main focus areas are as outlined
below:

FOCU S A REA

Effective governance and
oversight

Accident prevention

Responsible protection and
control measures

Safety and health training

Emergency preparedness
and response

OUR APPROACH
Advocating safety and health through an
overarching policy
At Scientex, our commitment towards
responsible Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) policies and practices
has always stemmed primarily from stringent
compliance to all national, local, industryspecific
and
occupation-specific
laws,
regulations and best practices.

Regulatory compliance

The Safety and Health Policy describes the responsibility
of OSHA Committees in managing all safety and health
matters, establishing secure working environments for
all parties and implementing appropriate frameworks
to enable a comprehensive and coordinated approach
towards compliance. At the same time, the Board
maintains oversight on the management of safety and
health risks present within our operations.
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Robust OSHA management systems
Each manufacturing plant and development site within
Scientex manages the safety and health of its employees
effectively through an established safety and health
management system. Our management systems are
designed to ensure that all our manufacturing plants
and development sites meet or exceed local laws and
regulations while adhering to our internal risk assessments
and mitigation measures for continuous improvement.
In our quest for constant advancement, we are pleased
to report that in FY2021, two of our manufacturing plants
have been accredited with ISO 45001:2018 certification.
The transition from OHSAS 18001:2007 to ISO 45001:2018
provides an impetus for stronger leadership, greater
worker involvement and a stronger focus on health,
including mental health. It also enhances compatibility
with other ISO standards and better integration into our
processes and management system.

2 plants accredited
with new ISO45001:2018
certification in FY2021
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Established processes to identify risks and manage
work-related hazards
We prioritise the safety of our people and continuity of
our operations by maintaining a comprehensive workrelated hazards and risk management process that entails
rigorous measures to enhance safety and security in the
workplace.

RISK IDENTIFICATION AND HAZARD
MANAGEMENT
Hazard Identification Risk
Assessment Risk Control
(HIRARC)
Daily Safety Inspection
Job Safety Analysis
Monthly House Audits
Work Site Safety Inspection
Work Permit System

A focus on balanced committee representation
We continue to maintain an inclusive and balanced
approach towards OSHA Management with an emphasis
on representation from both employers and employees
in OSHA Committees. This provides a platform for a
more cooperative system to gather input and data that
will help in managing and improving safety and health
performance. Employees at all levels also have the
opportunity to flag potential issues and elevate them to
the management’s attention during monthly meetings.
OSHA Committees are supported by designated safety
officers at each worksite, who are tasked to rigorously
ensure, including via frequent spot checks, that all
safety and health protocols are implemented, equipment
maintenance is sufficiently undertaken to maintain
proper function and that all worksites remain compliant
with the Malaysian Occupational Safety and Health Act
1994, the Factories and Machinery Act 1967 and other
occupational safety and health related laws present in
the countries where we operate in. Focus areas for the
OSHA Committees include safety operating procedures,
machine handling improvements and safety culture
improvements.

Security Management
We additionally undertake case-specific initiatives to
address any identified or potential risks to the health or
well-being of employees. At development sites, where
mosquito breeding represents a grave potential health
risk, OSHA teams comprehensively address the issue
through fogging, larvae seeding, destruction of potential
breeding grounds, application of insecticide or antimosquito oil and regular checks for signs of breeding.

Regular fogging is conducted to safeguard the health of our employees
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Regular training, inspections and enhancement

Total training hours

Our focus on providing training and resources to employees on occupational
safety and health entails scheduled training programmes, which are conducted on
a regular basis by both internal and external parties. In FY2021, these programmes
included but were not limited to :

for occupational safety
and health

4,085
hours

Safety Induction and Body Harness
Demonstration

Basic Occupational First Aid, CPR and AED

COVID-19 Awareness, Preventive
Measures and Operating Procedures

3rd Annual HSE Excellence
Conference 2021

Extrusion Prosedur Kerja Selamat

Fire Fighting Training

Safety Training on Forklift, Reach Truck
and Powered Truck

Drill on Hazardous Material Handling
jointly organised with BOMBA

Employees attend safety training programmes regularly as part of their development and our commitment to safety standards

Inspections to assess compliance are regularly conducted via internal audits and regular external audits as part of OSHA
Committees’ supervisory mandate. Periodic inspections are also carried out at our headquarters in Shah Alam to ensure
applicable building facilities, such as lifts, automatic fire alarm system (SPKA), natural gas storage piping and other systems
are in compliance with local authorities and Bomba regulations.
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As part of our aspiration towards continual improvement, we
are pleased to have provided a significant refurbishment of
living arrangements during FY2021 for our workers that are
provided accommodation nearby our various manufacturing
plants and development sites. Our accommodations are
in compliance with Employees’ Minimum Standards of
Housing, Accomodations and Amenities Act 1990 (Act
446) and Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB)
requirements.
More importantly, these living arrangements include
enhancements to their living halls and kitchen quarters to
provide a self-sufficient environment that considerably helps
the workers to stay comfortably at home during the ongoing
pandemic.

Refurbished workers' accommodation

As the challenges caused by COVID-19 continue to impact the lives of our employees, we continue to ensure full compliance
to regulated precautionary measures at all our business premises, while adopting additional personal safety and employee
welfare measures in response. We maintain our adherence to Ministry of Health (MOH) directives and guidelines on COVID-19
screening requirements at our plants, development sites and offices.
For further details on our response and management of the COVID-19 pandemic, please see 'Our COVID-19 Protection
Framework' on page 80 of this report.
We also organised several talks related to the pandemic and mental health, such as stress management, COVID-19 vaccination
awareness and other related topics, to boost the health, the emotional well-being and psychological resilience of the
workforce. Talks were conducted through virtual meeting platforms and saw participation from both Malaysian employees as
well as our workforce from around the world.

345

employees
attended our

Stress Management
Webinar

Webinar on mental health topic to boost employees' emotional well-being
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OUR PERFORMANCE
We are pleased to have significantly bolstered our OSHA governance framework in FY2021 through the thoughtful
development of a comprehensive Safety and Health Policy, which has been adopted across the Group and will be continuously
reviewed for compliance.
Guided by this robust new framework, we will continue to monitor our performance across all OSHA indicators relevant to our
initiatives and objectives, including OSHA Committee representation, total occurrences of work-related injuries and ill-health
or fatalities, total number of lost man days and total number of hours worked.
OSHA Committee Representation

THE OSHA COMMITTEE STRUCTURE FOR BOTH PROPERTY AND
PACKAGING DIVISIONS

All OSHA committees consist of
a mix of employer and employee
representatives to ensure that
we are able to undertake a
balanced and well-informed
approach towards all OSHA
matters.

Chairman

Secretary

Employer's
Representatives

Employee's
Representatives

50%

50%

PERCENTAGE OF WORKPLACES REPRESENTED BY BOTH EMPLOYER’S AND EMPLOYEES' REPRESENTATIVES
Description
The number of total workplaces
The number of total workplaces with OSHA committee
Percentage of workplaces represented by OSHA committee

PACKAGING

PROPERTY

14 plants

19 development sites

14

19

100%

100%

The above table excludes property worksites with no active construction of buildings as yet, as well as packaging plants which are still under
construction or not a subsidiary to the Group.

Report on Safety Incident
We are deeply saddened to record a single fatality at our Rawang plant in Selangor. An investigation was carried out to
determine the cause and to identify ways to prevent future occurrences.
We have enhanced proactive supervision, tracking and monitoring of workplace safety to ensure employees' strict adherence
to the safety and health protocols at all times.
For better tracking and monitoring of all work-related injuries and ill-health, our data are collected on a monthly basis and
presented during the monthly management meeting, detailing the outcome of investigations and actions put in place for
improvement. Please refer to the table for total number and rate of work-related injuries and ill-health.
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Total Number and Rate of Work-related Injuries and Ill-health
PACKAGING DIVISION

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

WORK RELATED INJURY BY CASE
Fatal Injury (Number)

–

–

1

Minor Accident (Number)

41

46

49

Major# Accident (Number)

43

37

45

Fatal Injury (Number )

–

–

–

Minor# Accident (Number)

–

–

–

–

–

–

#

WORK RELATED ILL-HEALTH BY CASE

#

Major Accident (Number)
PACKAGING DIVISION

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

Total Lost Man Days (Number of days)

1,104

815

760

Total Number of Hours Worked ('000)

9,378

9,201

8,662

–

–

0.1

9.0

9.8

10.9

Fatality Rate (N1)
Injury Rate (N2)
Ill-health Rate (N3)

–

–

–

Lost Day Rate (N4)

117.7

88.6

87.74

PROPERTY DIVISION

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

WORK RELATED INJURY BY CASE
Fatal Injury (Number)

–

1

–

Minor# Accident (Number)

18

12

35

Major# Accident (Number)

–

–

–

WORK RELATED ILL-HEALTH BY CASE
Fatal Injury (Number )

–

–

–

Minor# Accident (Number)

–

–

–

Major# Accident (Number)

–

–

–

PROPERTY DIVISION

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

Total Lost Man Days (Number of days)

–

–

–

Total Number of Hours Worked ('000)

N/A

1,897

2,101

Fatality Rate (N1)

N/A

0.5

–

Injury Rate (N2)

N/A

6.3

16.7

Ill-health Rate (N3)

N/A

–

–

Lost Day Rate (N4)

N/A

–

–

Notes:
1.		 Statistics for Property Division includes data on both employees hired by Scientex as well as those appointed by our contractors
2. In the current year, our scope has been expanded to include foreign subsidiaries. Comparison figures have been adjusted accordingly.
# Minor Injury: Injury which resulted in four days or less lost workdays
# Major Injury: Injury which resulted in more than four days lost workdays
N1 - Total Number of Fatalities/Total Number of Hours Worked x 1,000,000
N2 - Total Number of Injuries/Total Number of Hours Worked x 1,000,000
N3 - Total Number of Ill-health/Total Number of Hours Worked x 1,000,000
N4 - Total Lost Man Days/Total Number of Hours Worked x 1,000,000
N/A - Data collection was conducted for FY2020 onwards, hence no data recorded for that particular period
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EMPOWERING OUR PEOPLE

EMPOWERING THE PEOPLE THAT SPUR OUR SUCCESS

WHY IT MATTERS
Human capital plays a fundamental role
in the success of any organisation and,
at Scientex, we continue to develop an
increasingly robust and mindful approach
to employment and training that reflects our
status as a fast-growing and well-respected
global business entity. By nurturing a
high-performing, committed and diverse
workforce, we are empowered to sustain our
overall competitiveness within the markets in
which we operate and dependably achieve
our growth objectives.
We want our people to progress in tandem
with our growth and to realise their full
potential while working at Scientex. We
thus remain committed to providing all our
employees with attractive remuneration
and benefits packages, a stimulating and
supportive working environment, along with
appealing career advancement opportunities.
To this end, we are proud to have reinforced
our commitment towards human rights (as
guided by the International Bill of Human
Rights), fairness, inclusivity and diversity
through the development of a Code of Ethics
that lays a sturdy and well-defined foundation
for responsible employment practices across
the Scientex Group.

OUR APPROACH
Commanded by a central Code of Ethics
Our central Code of Ethics, supported by entityspecific Human Resource policies, establish the
fundamental principles upon which all activities
relating to our workforce may be carried out
conscientiously and without bias. Accordingly, the
Human Resource department is charged with the
oversight of all applicable rules and regulations to
ensure Group-wide compliance.
Providing attractive benefits and remuneration
In nurturing a positive and motivated working
environment built upon the principles of equality
and fairness, the practice of recruitment and reward
of employees is discharged without discrimination or
bias. Employees, both permanent and non-permanent,
are provided with a range of benefits and welfare,
such as health care, parental leave and insurance.
We comply with the governing laws in Malaysia and
countries which we operate in relating to minimum
wage and payment of overtime to employees. Our
remuneration packages are tailored to commensurate
with the tenure, experience and seniority of positions
held within the Group and is consistently reviewed
against local guidelines wherever Scientex operates.
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S UI TE OF EMPLOYEE B ENEFI TS

Leave Entitlement
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual
Compassionate
Medical and Sick Leave
Hospitalisation Leave
Prolonged Illness Leave
Paternity and Maternity
Leave
• Unpaid Leave

Health and Medical Benefits
• Personal Accident Insurance
• Group Hospitalisation and
Surgical Insurance
• Outpatient Medical Claims
• Medical Check Up Benefits
• Specialist Treatment

Cultivating local talents and ensuring ethical labour
practices
We provide preferential employment opportunities to
local Malaysians over foreign nationals in line with the
national agenda of cultivating local talents. This reduction
in reliance on foreign manual labour simultaneously
reflects our transition towards greater automation within
our manufacturing processes, as well as upskilling
programmes for relevant local employees.
We also maintain a strong stance in enforcing ethical
labour practices, with our Code of Ethics outlining strict
regulations that inhibit the employment of underaged
workers, forced or unpaid labour and any form of coercion
to work, harassment or bullying, while further prohibiting
the discrimination of current or prospective personnel on
the basis of ethnicity, nationality, faith, age, gender, sexual
orientation, disability, or any other protected feature by
law. Similarly we also support the right of our employee
to form and bargain collectively, in a lawful and peaceful
manner. Prevention of unethical labour practices is further
reinforced by the active role of our Human Resource
department in ensuring oversight and control.
At the same time, we seek to continually enhance
our management approach towards ethical labour
practices. To this end, two of our plants are members of
SEDEX, a global membership organisation dedicated
to driving improvements in ethical and responsible
business practices. In accordance with their membership
requirements and the subsequent annual audits that will
be undertaken by SEDEX, we are able to drive further
enhancement and establish more robust monitoring
frameworks within our employment practices. At the same
time, workshops were conducted for our employee to

Special Benefits
• Company Car
• Fixed Allowance
• Travelling and Handphone
Expenses
• Education Assistance
• Retirement and Service
Benefits
• Stock Ownership

raise their awareness of ethical labour practices, policies
and regulations.
Engaging effectively with employees
In cultivating a desirable working culture, we continue
to engage our employees through various channels.
Transparent and impartial performance reviews are
undertaken annually and provide a crucial two-way
communication platform between the management
and employees where constructive feedback may be
provided and any issues that require attention or action
may be deliberated. These reviews also serve to provide
recognition of employee contributions to encourage their
future progress.
At the same time, regular news bulletins are disseminated
to employees while company media clippings are
circulated via email, notice boards and on the company
website.

Our bi-yearly bulletin

Formal engagement with employees is further carried
out during the year via dialogues such as the quarterly
rolling budget (QRB) dialogue, during which the Group’s
vision, growth plans and strategies for each division,
resources and rewards, along with other pertinent news
are communicated.
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This helps to keep employees engaged as part of the team and ensure the workforce remains collectively focused on
working towards the vision and purpose of the Group. For this reporting year, the QRB dialogue was conducted through
a webinar and well attended by more than 500 employees in the Group.

Our QRB dialogues are held via webinar and well attended by more than 500 employees

Providing support for growth and progress

OUR PERFORMANCE

The consistent personal and professional growth of
employees is encouraged throughout the Group, with
training and development activities being identified
by Heads of Departments based on the needs and
circumstances for such training and feedback from
employees. Individual employees are also empowered to
submit training requests if they so require.

For this reporting year, we are pleased to have made
significant strides towards enhancing our framework and
governance in matters pertaining to employment and
training through the newly established Code of Ethics. As
the policies within continue to guide our approach, we look
forward to further enhancing our employment practices in
the coming years.

Individual Heads of Departments are encouraged to adopt an
open-door policy with their employees to welcome the open
communication of comments, complaints and discussion.
Grievances may be brought to the attention of department
heads, reported directly to Human Resource Department or,
if necessary, escalated to a higher governing body, such as
the Audit Committee, via the formal procedures outlined in
our Whistleblowing Policy.

The following charts and visuals present an impartial
appraisal of our annual performance within the realms of
workplace diversity, employee retention, parental leave
data, and training hours.
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Breakdown of Workforce
By Origin

22%
28%
31%

2%
1%

78%
72%
69%

2%

FY2019
FY2020
FY2021

Local

By Gender

By Employment Type

23%
21%
22%

98%
99%
98%

77%
79%
78%
FY2019
FY2020
FY2021

FY2019
FY2020
FY2021

Permanent*

Foreign

Male

Non-permanent

Female

* Include foreign workers

By Age Group

1%

13%
12%
11%
51%
51%
52%

< 30 years

By Ethnicity

1%
15%
58%
16% 1%
57%
18%
54%
26%
26%
27%
FY2019

36%
37%
37%
FY2019
FY2020
FY2021

30 - 50 years

FY2020
FY2021

Malay

> 50 years

Chinese

Indian

Others

This disclosure is only applicable to local workforce in Malaysia

Total Number and Rate of New Hires and Employee Turnover
New Hires by Age Group

559

New Hires by Gender

528
462

618

610

530
226
138

138
48

22

<30

30-50 years

2019

28

> 50 years

2020

2021

98

Female Male

Female Male

Female Male

2019

2020

2021

Employee Turnover by Age Group

556

184

109

Employee Turnover by Gender

549

842

454
656
327

288

544

162
43

<30

2019

65

20

30-50 years

2020

> 50 years

2021

115

208
99

Female Male

Female Male

Female Male

2019

2020

2021
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New Hire Rate

Employee Turnover Rate

Financial Year

2019

2020

2021

2019

2020

2021

Rate (%)

19.4

21.0

16.7

17.8

22.7

25.0

By Age
< 30 years

15.1

13.8

12.3

12.2

14.6

14.6

30 to 50 years

3.7

5.9

3.7

4.4

7.6

8.7

> 50 years

0.6

1.3

0.7

1.2

0.5

1.7

Female

3.0

4.8

2.6

3.1

5.5

2.6

Male

16.4

16.2

14.1

14.7

17.2

22.4

By Gender

Parental Leave
Financial Year

2019

2020

2021

Gender
Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Number of Employees
Took parental leave

41

53

38

57

50

69

Returned to work in the reporting period after parental
leave ended

39

53

37

57

46

69

Returned to work after parental leave ended and still
employed 12 months after parental leave

N/A

N/A

37

49

36

49

Rate of return for employees who had taken parental
leave (%)

95

100

97

100

92

100

Retention rate of employees who had taken parental
leave (%)

N/A

N/A

95

92

97

86

N/A – Data collection was conducted for FY2019 onwards, hence no data available for computation of retention rate

Trainings
The types of trainings that were undertaken include
trainings on the following matters:
• Occupational safety and health
• Mental health
• Waste management
• COVID-19 SOPs
• Human resource related issues
• Code of Conduct for Suppliers

Number of training hours in FY2021

Total
13,654 Hours

3.8 Hours
Per Employee

Performance Reviews
Annual performance reviews are undertaken with relevant employees to enable a two-way communication channel for
employees to be appraised and for management to receive valued feedback from employees.
Compliance
Within our employment operations, the Group continues to maintain zero incidents of non-compliance.
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CONTRIBUTING TO LOCAL COMMUNITIES

PLAYING OUR PART TO UPLIFT LOCAL COMMUNITIES

WHY IT MATTERS

OUR APPROACH

At Scientex, we believe in playing our role to better
the local communities within the areas where we
operate our businesses as well as the land districts
whereupon we construct our development projects.
This is important from a corporate social responsibility
and serves to support the advancement of these
communities, which will then enhance the long-term
sustainability of our businesses within these regions
and bolster our ability to achieve our goals.
We therefore keep a keen eye out for opportunities to
contribute through activities that are timely, such as
providing support to frontliners during the COVID-19
pandemic, or relevant to the nature of our operations,
such as engaging people on the importance of
environmental awareness and recycling.
At the same time, we take pride from the fact that the
very purpose of our Property Division, which is to build
affordable homes for the middle-to-lower-income
population, offers far-reaching societal benefits. These
homes assist members of the local community to attain
better living standards while the overall development
project contributes to township upliftment through
greater accessibility, job creation and responsible
urbanisation.

Our internal 3R initiative

Instilling responsible recycling habits
One of our key initiatives undertaken
for local communities is through the
development of recycling awareness
programmes that aim to educate our
people and the public, especially children,
on the merits of plastics recycling while also
outlining the various recycling initiatives
that we undertake within the Group.
An ongoing initiative since FY2020 is
The Green Truck Programme, a mobile
recycling truck designed to visually
demonstrate the plastics recycling process
up close and in person. Fitted with simple
educational recycling machines such as
a shredder, injection and extruder, The
Green Truck Programme educates on the
process involved beyond recycling bins
which transform plastics waste into new
recycled plastics products. In doing so, it
expounds on the virtues of incorporating
recycling habits into daily lives.

The Green Truck Programme educates children and the public
on the importance of and the processes involved in recycling
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This programme, which was established in collaboration
with MPMA and ExxonMobil Chemical, represents a
continuity of a 3R (reduce, reuse and recycle) advocacy
initiative for students that we have undertaken in prior
years. We believe that by inculcating such habits from
a young age, these children will be better equipped to
become environmentally responsible citizens in future
and may themselves advocate recycling to others. The
Green Truck programme is currently on pause due to the
pandemic, but is expected to resume when movement
control orders are eased.

In FY2021, we also ran a blood donation drive to answer
an urgent request for blood donations from a government
hospital. The blood donation drive was conducted with all
SOPs and precautionary measures undertaken to ensure
proper hygiene and safety of volunteers.

Despite the ongoing pandemic, our Group has nonetheless
carried out its own internal 3R initiatives, which include
the adoption of e-reports, e-flyers, digital data storage and
other digital alternatives to significantly reduce reliance
on paper and printing, as well as the provision of recycling
receptacles for the effective disposal and management of
recyclable plastic waste.
In support of a blood donation drive

Engagement activities that support the community
When it comes to supporting the wider community, we
aspire to engage our employees so that we can forge a
collective, and thus more concerted, effort with a wider
impact. This is achieved through both ad hoc activities as
well as permanent programmes.
Under an initiative by Urbanice Malaysia, we participated
in a joint effort to provide a conducive learning space and
promote a healthier pastime of reading for the surrounding
communities at Pangsapuri Murai Jaya at Alor Gajah in
Melaka. We contributed through the provision of materials
and our assistance in converting cabins into classrooms
with an adjoining library. This ‘Komuniti Hab’, as it was
dubbed, was officially launched by Malaysian Minister of
Housing and Local Government Datuk Hajah Zuraida binti
Kamaruddin in September 2020.

Another programme which was rolled out in FY2021
was our ‘Back To Earth’ programme, which enabled
the composting of food waste that we generate at our
headquarters in Shah Alam, Selangor. Food waste is
collected and processed in a waste composter machine
procured from a local supplier to produce compost
that can be used as organic soil enhancer for gardens
and farms. It serves to complete the food cycle for the
betterment of the environment, giving back to Mother
Earth and while also supporting local farmers.

Launch of ‘Back to Earth’ programme at our headquarters in Shah Alam

The ‘Komuniti Hab’ at Alor Gajah, Melaka
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Food waste is produced
after meals
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Continuing the fight against COVID-19
With the country continuing to undergo lockdowns,
restrictions and evolving SOPs to curb the spread of
the COVID-19 virus, Scientex has also upped our efforts
internally to ensure the safety and protection of our people
as well as the wider community. To this end, a special
COVID-19 internal taskforce was formed to enhance
communication on preventive measures, provide updates
and protocols on business continuity and establish
emergency response measures.
During FY2021, we continued to adhere strictly to all
government mandated COVID-19 protocols in addition to
implementing a range of additional procedures, including
vaccination initiatives and regular swab tests, to protect
the safety and health of our people.
Refer to ‘Our COVID-19 Protection Framework’ on page
80 of this report for further details on our response to the
pandemic.

Integrating socio-economic
benefits into our operations

and

environmental

Even within the course of undertaking our regular
business operations, Scientex is pleased to be able
to provide numerous benefits to local communities.
These are realised through the socio-economic value
derived from our products, development projects and
manufacturing facilities, as well as through environmental
initiatives identified via our responsibility protocols, such
as Environmental Impact Assessments.
Through the provision of quality homes that are attainable
by populations in lower income brackets, we are proud
to play a role in enhancing their quality of life. We also
integrate the practice of online balloting for various lowcost homes where possible to increase the fairness and
equality of home ownership opportunities for all.
Our development projects further offer a plethora of useful
benefits to the community. These include increased
accessibility, job opportunities offered to local workers,
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increased economic activity derived from commercial
zones within our developments as well as other benefits
that spill over to the local economy. Concurrently, we also
plant trees, build playgrounds complete with equipment
and develop green spaces and/or parks within our
community to encourage a healthy lifestyle for residents.
We do keep an eye out for additional activities that
we may undertake for community or environmental
betterment, with a growing commitment to biodiversity.
A portion of our land in Ayer Keroh, currently known as
the Bukit Beruang Hiking Park, is reserved to preserve the
surrounding biodiversity and natural forest ecosystem as
well as for the local community to enjoy for their health
and recreational activities.

Bukit Beruang - a hiking spot for locals

Bukit Beruang Hiking Park

78%

of our total
workforce come from
local communities

As a large multinational entity with more than 3,600 employees, 17
manufacturing facilities and 29 property developments, we are also pleased to
provide rewarding employment and economic opportunities to the community
and nation. These are attained by virtue of the large scale of our operations and
our internal emphasis on locally sourcing our workforce and supplies across
both the Packaging and Property Divisions.
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Increased accessibilty
gained from roads and
infrastructure

Job and business
opportunities through
local sourcing

COMMUNITY BENEFITS DERIVED FROM DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

OUR PERFORMANCE
In FY2021, Scientex is pleased to report a continued enhancement of our activities related to local community
betterment. Although the COVID-19 pandemic prevented us from continuing some of our initiatives that involved onground activities, we stepped up our efforts in other aspects such as practising 3Rs, adopting the composting of food
and lending a helping hand to the wider community through a blood donation drive as well as the setting up of a
community learning centre.
Within the Property Division, we have gained additional focus on preserving the environment for surrounding
communities through responsible development practices while continuing to provide social, economic and recreational
benefits for populations within or surrounding our developments.
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OUR COVID-19 PROTECTION FRAMEWORK

A ROBUST RESPONSE TO PROTECT OUR PEOPLE

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused widespread social and economic upheavals globally, and Malaysia has not been spared.
The pandemic’s effect on economies has had severe consequences, including breakdowns of healthcare systems, social
disruptions, businesses shuttering and unemployment, amongst others.
In such trying times, the Group is acutely aware of its role and heavy responsibility not only to provide continuous employment
but, more importantly, to ensure that all its employees are able to work in a safe and secure environment with the provision of
adequate safety and health protection against any outbreaks within our community.
As a responsible corporation, we believe that it is our duty to take responsibility for the safety and health of our employees,
while also lending support to the wider community. In addition, as the Group is deemed part of the nation’s essential supply
chain, it is vital for us to ensure that there is no break in the production supply chain that would affect the smooth supply of
essential goods, such as food and hygiene supplies, while further ensuring that other essential services such as logistics,
warehousing and e-commerce deliveries remain available.
In order to do so, the Group has taken proactive steps as set out below to ensure that the safety and health of its employees
are protected against any outbreaks that will inevitably disrupt production and operations. Our efforts have extended across
the following key areas of focus, which are overseen by a specially implemented COVID-19 taskforce.

S CI ENTEX COVID-19 TASKFORCE

Establishing effective
SOPs and safety
protocols

Educating employees
and communicating
regular updates

Lending support to
the wider community

Enabling testing and
vaccination amongst
employees

Under the auspices of the COVID-19 taskforce, the practices as outlined below are regularly monitored and updated
where necessary to ensure observance and efficacy.

ESTABLISHING EFFECTIVE STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES AND SAFETY PROTOCOLS
Promoting working from home for employees wherever possible
Employees who may perform their duties without coming into the office are encouraged to work from home. Resources
that they require to conduct their tasks may be requested and are provided where necessary.
Full suite of on-site SOPs
Employees and visitors who come in to our offices, plants or project development sites are required to follow strict SOPs,
which include scanning their MySejahtera during each entry, for those in Malaysia, undergoing regular temperature
checks and daily health declaration. The wearing of masks and physical distancing is strictly practiced with work stations
being organised accordingly to meet requirements.
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Use of online technology
Employees have been requested to use online and digital tools to engage with customers, suppliers and other
stakeholders to minimise physical contact. Internal meetings, trainings, seminars and staff engagement activities are
also conducted virtually. At the same time, sales and marketing teams have been empowered to harness social media to
engage with customers.
Frequent sanitising
Sanitising activities are undertaken to ensure employee safety and health. At our corporate headquarters, sanitising
sprays are used to disinfect the entire building twice a day while office equipment is wiped down four times a day.
Plants and project sites have similarly stringent sanitisation SOPs along with other practices that address their specific
requirements.

Sanitisation activities at sales gallery and manufacturing plants

Supply of food and other necessities
Provision of lunch packs and supply of food and other necessities are made to workers affected during the various
lockdowns to reduce external risk exposure and to ensure their safety.

Provision of food necessities for workers at sites
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Pillars of education within
our COVID-19 Protection
Framework
- What is COVID-19
- Signs of infection
- Close and casual contacts
- What to do if infected
- Effective quarantining
- Importance of vaccination

EDUCATING EMPLOYEES AND COMMUNICATING REGULAR UPDATES
As the COVID-19 situation has been constantly evolving, the importance of
effective communication has been paramount. Regular bulletins and updates are
provided to employees so that they may keep abreast of the latest internal and
community developments, while also ensuring their ability to comply with all
practices.
At the same time, we recognise our role as a leader to our people and have placed
additional emphasis on educating our employees on what COVID-19 entails, the
symptoms of infection, the right course of action if infection is suspected and
quarantining procedures.

As the significance of vaccination becomes more pronounced in our
fight against the virus, we have also run virtual educational talks to instill
the importance of getting vaccinated to our staff and arm them with
knowledge on how the vaccines work and any potential side effects.
Our virtual COVID-19 vaccination awareness talk was well attended by
our employees in Malaysia as well as our workforce from around the
world.

Our Vaccination
Awareness Talk
was attended by

> 300 employees

LENDING SUPPORT TO THE WIDER COMMUNITY
In FY2021, our commitment to fighting COVID-19 extends to supporting frontliners and aid organisations in their efforts
by providing them with cash and in-kind donations, sustaining our initiatives that were commenced last year.

Donation of necessities such as face masks, sanitisers and beverages.
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ENABLING TESTING AND VACCINATION AMONGST OUR
EMPLOYEES
In addition to providing information and educational tools, we have also
taken further steps to stop the spread of COVID-19 through our emphasis on
testing and vaccination. We encourage all employees who are displaying any
COVID-19 related symptom to get tested immediately and cover all of their
medical costs to do so. All employees are strongly encouraged to protect
themselves through vaccination under the various national immunisation
programmes.
We have further participated in the Public-Private Partnership COVID-19
Industry Immunisation Programme (PIKAS) to enable rapid vaccination of our
workforce. At the same time, we have also participated in the Construction
Industry Vaccination Program (CIVac) by CIDB to enable rapid vaccination of
employees within our Property Division. As of FY2021 and up to 30 September
2021, RM5.3 million has been spent on initiatives in response to COVID-19.
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